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CHAPTER I 
INTRODUCTION 
An important result of linear-graph theory is the development of 
systematic methods for formulating the equations .describing linear 
electrical networks. Koenig.and Blackwell (1) have extended the use 
of linear-graph theory to obtaining the characteristics.of multiport 
networks and to the analysis of complex systems containing electrical 
and mechanical components. As a result of this extension, systematic 
methods are available for obtaining the characteristics .of multiport 
networks. 
The existence of systematic methods for the analysis of electri-
cal networks suggests the possibility of employing a digital computer 
to formulate and solve the necessary set of equations. Digital com .. 
puters have been used for this purpose.for certain typesof electri-
cal network problems. Branin (2) has described a program for use on 
the IBM 704 computer, which computes the d·c and transient response 
of transistor switching circuits of arbitrary configuration. This 
program has the important feature that the necessary equations are 
formulated from input data describing the circuit parameters and the 
circuit interconnections. The Ge.neral Motors Research Laboratories 
DYANA program is intended for the analysis.of mechanical and electri-
cal network problems, and it includes the_ability to formulate the 
necessary equations from input data (3). Reid (4) has presented a 
1 
2 
program somewhat similar to the DYANA program which accepts input data 
and from this formulates and selves the necessary equations. 
The digital computer programs that have been developed for solving 
electrical network problems have been written so that multiport com-
ponents may be included in the network. They have not, however, in-
cluded the possibility ef obtaining the multiport characteristics of a 
network from simple input data. This thesis is devoted to applying the 
digital computer to obtaining the multiport characteristics of a linear 
electrical network. The approach to determining the multiport charac-
teristics is that used by Koenig and Blackwell (1). This method con-
sists of applying conceptual voltage or current sources at the ports 
and determining the resulting currents or voltages at the perts as 
functions of the applied sources. The determinations of the relation-
ship between voltages and currents at the ports of the .network is made 
quite systematic by using linear-graph theory and it is this volt-
ampere relationship that is used to characterize the multipert com-
ponent. Koenig and Blackwell (1) have shown how to analyze an electri -
cal network made up of an int·erconnection of multiport components using 
the multiport representation of the components. Therefore, to take 
advantage of these techniques, a mechanized method for determining 
multiport representations is quite desirable. 
The type of network which is considered in this study is a linear 
network containing both two-terminal devices and multiport components. 
The two-terminal devices may be resistances, ideal voltage sources or 
ideal current sources. The multiport components may be subnetworks of 
two-terminal devices o f the type just described, they may be dev ices 
described by h-parameters, or they may be ideal transformers. 
3 
The program employs the FORTRAN language and it is intended that 
the input data required be easily obtained. The input data consists 
of network interconnection information, the edges in the tree and the 
edges in the co-tree, network parameters, and a small number of con-
stants. This type .of program makes possible its application to a net-
work of any configuration and relieves the user from the task of de= 
veloping the necessary equations to solve. 
CHAPTER II 
AN ALGORITHM FOR FINDING THE B MATRIX 
2.1 Introduction. The analysis of an electrical network requires 
that the mathematical expressions relating voltage and current for each 
component be known and also that it is possible to write mathematical 
expressions describing the interconnection of the components. The 
volt-ampere equations, Kirchhoff's voltage law !equations and Kirchhoff's 
current law equations provide the needed mathematical expressions. when 
linear-graph theory is used, Kirchhoff's voltage and current law equa-
tions are in~luded ·. in the circuit and cut-set matrices respectively. 
Both of these ~atrices are obtained from the directed graph after the 
formulation tree has Qeen selected. Only one of these matrices need 
be obtained from the directed graph as one is the negativ~ transpose 
. '- I 
of the 0th.er if they are obtained from .the same formulation tree (1). 
( 
In formulating the necessary set of equations to analyze an 
electrical network or to obtain its multiport characteristics, using 
linear-graph theory, the ~oefficient matrix 'Of th~ · fundamental circuit 
equations or the coefficient matrix of the cut-set equations is used 
(1). In this study the coefficient matrix of the fundamental circuit 
equations is selected because of a saving in computer program length. 
The coefficient matrix of the fundamental circuit equations shall be 
denoted by the symbol] in this thesis. 
It is a simple matter to determine the B matrix for a given 
4 
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formulation tree by applying the definition df this matrix (5). ' To 
produce the] matrix by means of a digital computer requires that an 
algorithm be developed which reduces the process to a series of steps 
that can be programmed for execution by the digital computer . The ob-
jective of this chapter is to describe ·Such an algorithm. 
2 . 2 The B Matrix Algorithm. The il'lformat:ion that is used in 
finding the] matrix is the directed linear $raph, the formulation tree 
and the co-tree . From the definition of fundamental circuits it is 
known that each chord (elements .of the co-tree) together with branches 
(elements of the tree) forms a circu,it, and that each node in the cir-
cuit is incident to two and only two edges iri the circuit ( 1) . 
The problem is to determine which branches are in the circuit with a 
particular chord and also to determine the orie~tation of the branctles 
I 
in each circuit .with respect to the chord in ttle ciicuit. It is ob"'. 
• I 
vious that a ~eans must be .found to furnish to the digital computer 
I 
either as input data or as progranmed instr~ctions 
' (a) the interconnection information for the directed 
graph, 
(b) the orientation information for the edges of the 
. graph, 
(c) the branches in the tree and the chords in the 
co-tree, and 
.. (d,) a series of steps which will yield the entries in 
the B matrix for each of the chords . 
The first to be considered i s the intercorlnection infonfiation, the 
.orientation i nf ormat ion and the tree and co-tree i nformation . Th is 
set of information will .. depend upon the particular electrical network 
.6 
and. its asseciated directed graph. It will, then, be supplied as input 
data and in .this study it will be presented .in matrix farm. The defi-
nitiens.ef the matrices used are new given. 
Definition 2. 2.1. The interc.ennectien .matrix,. IS.· Given a directed 
graph with n nodes numbered 1, 2, ••• ·, n, b edges numbered 1, 2, ••• , 
b and with the node .of maximum degree having. degree ·II\:· The matrix 
,K = ~ij J is defined by 
kij = the number from the set ~' 2, ••• , bJ identifying edg~ j 
ind,derit at nede :i. if nede. i is .o-f degree II\:~ 
If node. i .is. ef degree p <m then.! = ~ij] is defined by 
the number fr~m. the set {1, 2, •.• , b} identifying 
kij = edge j .incident at t10de i for 1 ~ j ~ p 
O for p < j ~ m. 
Definitien 2. 2. 2. The orientation matrix, .£• Given a directed 
graph with n no.des numbered 1, 2, ••• , n and b edges numbered 1, 2, 
••• ' b. The m.atrix- D = 
-·· 
~ijJ is defined by 
number 
-
the 
~' 
n} d.1 = the frem ·Set 2, identifying 
. l. .... ' 
the -nede.from which 
-
edge i is directed, 
di2 = the number frem the set [1, 2, ... ' nJ identifying 
the node !2, which edge i is directed. 
Definitien 2.2 .• 3. The branch matrix, !· Given a directed ~raph 
with n nodes numbered 1, 2,, ••• , n and b edges numbered 1, 2, ••• , b 
a.nd a formulatian tree centained in the graph. The matrix T = [tj] 
is defined by 
tj ..... the number from the set {1, 2, .•• , b}_ identifying 
edge J in the formulat:j.ori tree. tj < t(j + l). 
Definition 2.2.4. The chord matrix,·£• Given a directed graph 
with n nodes numbered .1, 2, .••• , n and b. edges numbered .1, 2, .••. , b 
and a formulation tre:e -.~ont:~ined ·,in'.the ... graph •. The .matrix :.9. .= ~ j] 
is defined by 
c j = the number from the .set {1, 2, ••• , b} identifying 
edge j in the ·ca-.tree. c j < c(j + l). 
To illustrate the matrices-!, ]., 1 and .£, the. d,irected graph of 
Figure 2. 2.1 will be considered where .the formulation tree is shown 
by heavy Unes. This graph has 5 nades and 8 .edges and the maximum 
degree of any nade .is 4. Thus-! will be 5 x 4, :]2 will be 8 x 2, 1 
will be 1 x 4 and.:c will be 1 x 4. 
-
The"!, .!2, 1 and£ matrices carrespanding to the directed graph 
in Figure 2.2.1 are 
·1 2 3 4 
4 5 6 7 
!= 8 7 0 0 (2.2.1) 
1 2 6 8 
3 5 0 0 
7 
8 
1 4 
1 4 
5 1 
.!! = 1 2 (2.2.2) 
5 2 
.4 2 
2 .3 
3 4 
1= E 3 5 j ~ (2.2.3) 
.. :c = ~ .4 6 ~ . (2.2.4) 
(2) 
(4) 
Figure 2.2.1. A.Oir~cted Graph. 
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Now with f, ~' 1 and f available as input data for the computer, 
the problem is how to determine the entries in the B matrix by a series 
of steps that can be accomplished by the digital computer. Tile K 
matrix identifies the edges which are incident at each node. Now if 
one chord is selected and the entries which represent the other chords 
in the f matrix are made zero, a modified f matrix, f 1, is obtained. 
Tile entries in fl are either 
(a) zere, 
(b) numbers identifying branches .of the formulation tree, 
or 
(c) the number identifying the chord selected. 
Examination of .fl will yield 
(a) branches that are incident at a node with other branches, 
(b) branches that are incident at a node with the chord 
selected, _and 
(c) branches that are incident at a node with no other 
edges. 
This latter case will be evident for the row in the . f 1 matrix which 
represents such a condition will contain only one -non-zero entry. 
A branch which is incident at a node with no other edges may be 
removed from consideration for the circuit involving the chord selected 
because it cannet form a part of the circuit. To remove this branch 
from consideration, examine the rows of .f 1 and replace with zero all 
numbers which equal the number identifying this branch. Tilis pro-
cedure may reveal other branches which cannot form a part of the cir-
cuit since other rows of fi may now have all entries zero except one. 
These branches are removed from consideration in the same manner. By 
repeating the proced1.1re at most n-2 times, where n is the n1.llllber of 
nodes, a matrix :!2 , will be obtained containing. rows that have 
(a) all elements are zero, _or 
(b) two non-zero elements with the remaining elements 
zero. 
10 
The non-zero elements identify the edges. in the circuit. One of these 
edges will be the chord selected and the rest- of the edges will be 
branches. 
The orientation of the branches with respect to the chord in the 
circuit is obtained by use of the ]2 matrix. By means of this matrix 
it is possible to determine if the branches areoriented in the same 
direction or in the opposite direction to the chord. . For those 
branches oriented in the same direction _the ] matrix entry is +1, for 
those oriented in the opposite clirection the ! matrix entry is. -1, and 
for those branches that do not appear in the circuit the:! matrix entry 
steps to follow in producing the! matrix are now given. 
(a) Select the chord, cj' from,:£ that will form a circuit 
with some or all of the branches. of ..!> 
(b) Make all entries in-! zero that do not equal c. or the 
J 
entries .of T. Call the resulting matrix :!i · 
(c) Examine the rows .of-_!1 • If there is a. row W'ith only 
one non~zero entry, make this entry, and all others 
-equal to it, zero. 
(d) Repeat (c) until the rows contain _either all zeros .or 
only two non~zero-entries. Call the resulting matrix 
;!2 • The -non-zero entries in.i2 will be either c j or 
(e) 
entries froni T' that form a circuit with c .• 
J 
Go to row c. of, D and note the entry in, column 2. 
J -
11 
Call 
this entry n1• Now from row n1 of ! 2 select the non- , 
zero entry-,= cj and call this entry t 1 • Go to row t 1 
of D and compare the column 1 entry, n2 with n1 • If 
n 2 = n1 the ] matrix entry for t 1 is +1, if n 2 7- n1 
the entry is.~1. If n 2 = n1 replace n1 with the row 
t 1 , column 2 entry of Q. If n 2 -::/. n1 replace n1 with 
n 2. In either case, use the new n1 and go to row n1 
of 12• Select the non-zero entry that has not been 
used and proceed as before. If bath have been used 
the row of B corresponding to c. is complete. 
- r J 
Ta illustrate this al&ori.thm consider the !, Q, 1. and C matrices 
of equations 2.2.1, 2.2.2, 2.2.3, and 2.2.4. 
(a) Select C, = 4. 
J 
(b) 1 0 3 4 
4 5 0 7 
!1 = 0 7 0 0 
1 0 0 0 
3 5 0 0 
(c) Rows _3 and 4 each contain only one non .. zero entry. 
Make all of the entries that are 1 and all that are 
7 zero. 
\ 
(d) 0 0 3 4 
4 5 0 0 
-K 
-2 0 0 0 0 
0 0 0 0 
3 5 0 0 
(e) By in$pecting -!2 .it is app1:1rent that branches 3 and 5 
. form a circuit with chord 4.. Hence branches 1 and 7 
12 
are not in the circuit and the B matrix entries corre-
(f) 
spending to these branches are both zero. 
Now c. = 4 so go to row 4 oLQ where n1 = 2 •. On row J 
2 .of.-!2 find t 1 = 5. .On row 5 pf Q n 2 = 5 •. New 
n1 -:f=. n 2 so the entry in J! corresponding to branch 5 
is -1. Since n 2 =j:. n1 replace 2 with 5 so that n1 = 5. 
Go to row 5 of-!2 and find'branch t 1 = 3 that has not 
been used. On. row 3 ef. Q n 2 = 5, hence n = n and 2 1 
the entry in.,] .corresponding to branch 3 is +1. Now 
make n1 = 1 and go .to row 1 of.!_2• Both. of the non-
zero entries have been used previously so the row in.] 
corresponding to. chord 4 .is complete and is O 1 - 1 0. 
The steps that have been described in this algorithm consist .of 
locating .entries in .m.E!,trices, examining for z:ero, ,and comparing _one 
number with. another. Each of these can be executed by a digital com-
puter. A program that has been written for execution on the IBM -1620 
computer is given in Appendix A.. Part I of this. three part program 
produces the]. matrix. A program written for execution .on the IBM 1410 
computer is given in Appendix C. Part I of this nine part program 
produces the,.] matrix. 
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The task of producing this algorithm was undertaken.after a search 
of the literature failed to reveal an algorithm suitable for the purpose 
intended. The.objective was to produce the! matrix based on data 
easily obtained from the directed graph. The choice of-!., Q, .! and .. C 
to designate. the matrices defined in this chapter is arbitrary. The 
only precedent available to guide ·in designating .matrices was in the 
case of the fundamental circuit matrix which is designated! to con-
form to the designation used by many writers in this field. 
CHAPTER III 
COMPUTER.CHARACTERIZATION OF AN n-PORT 
NETWORK CONTAINING TWO-TERMINAL 
DEVICES 
3.1 Introduct:i,on. By means of the algorithm described in Chapter 
II, it is possible to utilize a digital _computer to produce .the ] 
' ' . I 
matrix from input data which describes the circuit interconnections and 
edge orientation. The..!! matrix with any·volt-ampere equations .for the 
two-terminal devices and the voltages o.r currents for the ideal sources, 
makes it possible t() determine the volt-ampere ~quations at then ports. 
These equations characterize the network at these ports and, by p~oper 
attention to the sign,o~ the parameters, these equations may be used 
to represent the network if it is a subnetwork:of a lar;get network • 
. ±t is th.e purpose of this chapter 'to describe the<,irnethod for ob· 
• I \ •: "I 
taining the volt-ampere equations at then· ports and to describe the 
computer program which determines the parameters of the volt-ampere 
equations. At this point, the two-terminal devices are restricted to 
be linear resistances, ideal voltage sources· or ideal current sources. 
3.2 Partitioning of the B Matrix. In partitioning the] matrix 
. . . 
it will be necessary to consider edges containing the following types 
of two-terminal devices: 
(a) resistance elements (these may be in chords or 
branches). 
14 
(b) 1.deal current sources (these-will be in chords). 
(c) ideal voltage sources . (these wiil be in branches)~ ' 
15 
The ideal sources mentioned in (b) arid (c).are those that are a part of 
.the netwotic _itself. The technique to be used to determin~ the volt-
ampere equations at the n ports consists of placing conceptual sources 
(voltage or current) at the ports _and finding the response (curreIJ,t · or 
voltage) at t~e 1ports in.terms of these sources,. I I ' ! In this $tudy the 
voltages are obtained in terms of the currents by applying conceptual, 
current sources. Thus~ in.pard.tioning the,B matrix, there are two 
I \ ' .,, •• ~ :-
types of ideal current sources to identify. 
The.·,! matrix is partitioned .as foqows: 
·!u 
I 
I !12 x 1 
--1- --
J!= !21 I !22 
x2 
--1--.-
!31 I 
. .1 
!32 x3 
Y' 1 Yi 1 I 
xl = the cliords conta:Lrt,ing resist~nce elemtmts . 
. ! 
(3.2.1) 
the chords.containing ideal c4rrent sources in the 
·network itself. 
:x:3 = the chords containing :ideal. current source-a at.· the po·;ts•. 
yl = the branches containing resistance elements.,:·. 
Y 2 = the ~ranches containing ideal voltage sources. 
The partitioning.of the! matrix in equation .3.2.1 is ~rbitrt:1ry 
in the order of placing the groups:of chor~s and branches. The placing 
of the ideal current sources at the ports as the last group.of chords 
16 
has certain advantages because of the w,ay in which the B matrix is 
produced by the computer. This will be considered in more detail when 
the computer program is discussed . 
. 3. 3 The Volt'."'Ampere Equations. In detertninihg the desired volt-
ampere equations, use wiill be made of the well !:mown equations (1) 
v = 
-] Yr· (3.3.1) 
-e 
1.T = -.Q I (3.3.2) . -e' 
' 
-BT (3.3.3) 
.9. = _, 
where Ye = the matrix of chord voltages, 
YT the matrix of branch voltages, 
le = the matrix of chord currents,. 
1.T = the matrix of branch currents, and 
.9. = the coefficient matrix of the cut .. set equations . 
Using the partitioned forrtl of] an~ partitioning .Ye• .YT' 1r and 
le in a corresponding manner, equations 3.3.1 and 3.3.2may be written 
as 
.YeR 111 112 [::1 Yer' = - !-21 B -2·2 (3.3.4) I 
Ye IP 1!31 1!32 
rJ ~1 T !~ 1.eR ..!!21 T 1.TE 12 1!22 1!32 1er (3.3.5) 
lcrP 
YeR = the matrix of chord voltages for resistance elements, 
Yer= the matrix of chord voltages for ideal current sources, 
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Ye IP = the· matrix of chord voltages for ideal current sources 
at the ports, 
·J!.rR ,·:= the matrix of branch voltages .for resistance elements, 
1.rE = the matrix of branch voltages for ideal voltage 
sources, 
lcR = the matrix of chord currents for resistive elemet1ts, 
lcr = the ma,tri.x of chord currents for ideal current sources, 
lcr:e = the matrix pf chord currents for ideal current sources 
at the ports, 
lrR = the matrix of branch currents for resistive elements, 
and 
lrE = the matrix of branch currents for ideal voltage 
sources. 
Two additional sets.:of equations are available. These ar·e the 
volt-ampere -equations for the branches and chords .containing resistance 
elem.en ts. They are 
·.Y.rR = '!it lrR' (3.3.6) 
-'icR -=-R -I , 
-c -CR (3 .. 3.7) 
where !T· = the matrix of branch re.sistances, and 
!c = the matrix of chord resistances. 
Using equations 3.3.4, 3.3.5, 3.3~6, a_nd 3.3. 7, it is possible to 
so 1 ve for ·Ye IP .. in terms . of ·lcrP, ·1.cr, and .JlTE. Th is is . the des ired 
set of equations •. First write ·:YcrP in terms .of the branch voltages. 
This set of .equatiens .is 
Xc1P =. ~l !3~l [~] 
. .YcrP = - ]31 'jTR - ]32 1.rE • (3.3.8) 
If equation 3 .. 3.6 is substituted into equation 3.31.8, · .YcrP may be 
expressed as 
(3.3.9) 
Using equation· 3.3.5, lrR may be expressed as 
.!er 
(3.3.10) 
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and when equation .3.3.10 is substituted into equ.ation.3 .. 3.9 the result . 
is 
It is possible to write '1cR in terms :of branch voltages by making 
use .. of equat_i.en 3,3.4~ .The result is 
~l 
(3 .• 3.1.2) 
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and if this result is combined with equations 3.3. 7 and 3 .3.10 then 
(3.3.13) 
The solutien _fc,3r.·.!cR from equation :3.3. !.3 is. 
(3.3.14) 
and if this equatien .is substituted into· equation 3.3.11 the equation 
for·· ~IP bec0mes 
~ + !11 -!.r J!Q -l !11 ·.!!..r J!~C !n .!!..r !~1>lc1P 
"'"· -1 ~ + !11 -!.r AiJ !11 .!!..r 1!~1- .!!n Br>!~1 >.!er 
. . -1 ~ + Bu:!!,, AiJ !12 - !32> lrn· 
(3. 3 .15) 
I.t is. noted that this s:et of equations expresses the voltages, 
~CIP' at the ports in terms C>f the currents, lcIP' at the ports, the 
ideal current seurces, 1.cr, in the network and the .ideal voltage sources, 
~E' in .the network •. This set of equations is of the form 
.V =RI +.E 
- - ~ .-
(3 .• 3.16) 
where 
.y -~ ~IP' 
!i = <!31 il.r Ai1 ~ + !11 ltr AiJ -l !11 .!!..r !;1 
·1. = 1.crP' and 
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The n-port network may be ·character:i,.zed by this .set of volt-ampere 
equatians. If the n-port network is a subnetwork .of a .larger network, 
it may be represented by these equations if .the signs associated with 
! and\! correspond to the reference direction for the voltages and 
currents a.t the ports. In this study the signs for_·! and ! correspond 
to port voltages which. are positive at the tenninal .where current enters. 
It is evident that the volt-ampere·equations at the ports can be 
determined for any arbitr,gry network of two-terminal devices, within 
the restrictions imposed, by applying equation 3.3.15. The availability 
of the.]! matrix, partitioned as. described in this chapter, is necessary. 
A cemputer program fer determining the 1! matrix for any arbitrary 
directed graph has been presented in Chapter II. A .method for incorpo-
rating this program .inte a larger program for determining the coefficient 
matrices ef equatian .3..3.15 will new be censidered . 
. 3.4 The Computer Pregram. The cemput;er program .for producing the 
] matrix places the rows and celumns. in ascending numerical..order 
cerresponding. t-o the numbers assigned to. the. chords and branches. This 
feature m,ust be kept in mind .in numbering the edges ;o.f the graph so. 
that; the raws and celumns of the.,B matrix will appear in the proper 
-.·· 
order for partitioning. ,;1,s previeusly described. A .method for numbering 
the edges to .achieve .the desired .result is presented here. If it is 
assumed that the network centains :r resistances, i ideal current sources, 
e .. ideal voltage saurces and p parts, number the edges as fallows: 
(a) edges cantaiI1ing resistances are numbered 1 through r. 
(b) edges containing ideal current or voltage sources are 
numbered r + 1 through r + i + e. 
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(c) edges representing the conceptual sources at the ports 
are numbered r + i + e + 1. through r + i + e + p. 
This numbering system will. insure that :the chords and branches 
containing resistance ,elements will appear first in the] matrix pro-
duced by the computer. The chords and branches containing.sources in 
the network will appear next and the chords containing the conceptual 
current sources will appear last. · The advantage of placing :the chords 
containing the conceptual current sources .last in the B matrix can now 
be seen, for it is possible to change the number of ports on a given 
network and not change the numbering·of the edges.representing elements 
in the network itself. 
When the computer executes the] matrix program, the result will 
be stored as an array in the computer memory. With the chords and 
branches in the order just described, it is a simple ·matter to perform 
·. operations with the desired submatrices. of the B matrix. This is 
accomplished by including,. as a part of the input data, constants which 
identify 
(a) the number of chords which contain resistance ,elements, 
(b) the number of branches which contain resistance ,elements, 
(c) the number of ideal current sources .in the network, 
(d) the number of ports, and 
(e) the number of ideal voltage sources .in the network. 
In addition to the interconnection matrix, the orientation matrix, 
the branch matrix, the chord matrix, the degree of the node of maximum 
degree and the constants just defined,. it is necessary to supply·!T' 
the matrix of branch resistances, and -Be, the matrix .of chord resist-
ances, as input data. ·!r and Be are diagonal matrices. In the case 
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of ·!r, the diagonal entries are resistances appearing _in branches taken 
in the same. order ·as the branches corresponding to the columns of.,].11 • 
The diagonal entries of the -!c -matrix are resistances appearing in 
.chards taken in the same·order as the chords corresponding to the rows 
.of ·!u · The lcI and ·YrE matrices may also be supplied as input da_ta. 
In this particular program the coefficient matrices .of lcI and ·.YrE are 
determined with lcI and, .YrE censide,red as variables •. 
The l_imitatian .in memory size in the IBM 1620 compu,ter available 
for execution of the program necessitates the division of the program 
. into three parts. These are as :follows: 
I. Production _of the .. B matrix. 
II. Production of the coefficient matrix of !cIP. 
III. Production.;of the coefficient matrices.of· .!.CI and 
iY-rn· 
The input data for Part I censists of the interconnection.matrix 
(KONN), the orientation matrix (INTO),. the branch matrix (NTRE), the 
chord matrix (KOR~), the degree of the nede of highest degree (MOD), 
and the cortstants indicating the number- of the various types. of elements 
. in the branches and chords. The constants. are pot required .. in the pr0-
ducti0n of the] matrix, but they are us·ed in s0me tests that are in-
cluded in the ·progratl).. These. t-ests. involve checking the tetal. number 
· of branches and chords'. ag~inst the sum .of the various types :of devices 
appearing in the branches and cllords. The 0utput da_ta for Part I .is 
the ! matrix in the form of punched cards. 
The inp4t data for Part II consists .of the constants indicating 
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the.number of the various types:of elements in the branches and chords, 
the ] matrix from Part I, the !T matrix and the ·lie matrix. The output 
from Part II is a typed _output, which is the coefficient matrix for 
1.cIP' and a punched output for use in Part III. 
The input data_f-0r Part III is the same as for Part II with the 
addition _of the punched .output from Part II. The output from Part III 
is a typed:ot1tput which is _the coefficient matrix for lcI and the co-
efficient matrix for-!.rE· 
The constants supplied as part of the input data are fixed point 
constants and are .identified as follows: 
KO = the number of chords. 
MTRE = ,the· number of branches. 
. NT -- the number ef branches containing resistances. 
NC = the number of chords containing:resistances. 
NE = the number of ideal voltage sot1rces. 
NI = the .number ef ideal current s;ources .• 
NIE ·= the number. of ports. 
Flow charts .for Parts r~: II..;:" ~i>.d . III ·of t:lr.1=.: p.ro·gram .. are. s_hown in 
Appendix A along with a complete listing_;of the FORTRAN statements. The 
logical transfer statement, IF, is used through9ut this program so that 
enly the necessary operations are ca.rried out. 
A number ef examples have been worked using this :_three part pro-
gram. Some -of these examples a:p.d the .results are included here. 
Example.3.4.1 
The network and its associated directed graph shown in Figure 3.4.1 
(the formulation tree·. is shown in heavy lines) wili be ·considered. 
(1 
(4 
(1) 1 
(A) 
(5) 6 (2) 
2 
(4) 
(B) 
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(3) (v3) 
(4) 
(4) 
(C) 
3 
Figure 3.4.1. (A) The Electrical Network for Example 3.4.1. 
(B) Its Associated Directed Graph. 
(C) Its Terminal Graph. 
Chords 7 and 8 in Figure·. 3 .4.1 represent the conceptual current 
sources. The input data is as follows: 
KO= 4, MTRE = 4, NT= 3, NE= 1, NC 2, NI= O, NIE= 2, MOD= 5 
1 5 7 0 0 
6 3 2 0 0 
Interconnection matrix (KONN)= 3 4 8 0 0 
7 5 2 4 8 
1 6 0 0 0 
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1 5 
4 2 
2 3 
3 4 
Orientation matrix (INTO) = 
1 4 
5 2 
4 1 
4 3 
Branch matrix (NTRE) = ~ 2 3 ~' Chord matrix (KORD) = ·t 5 7 ~ 
2 0 0 
0 1 0 
0 0 1 
··!c = G :,J 
The typed output from Part II is 
.42105270 
.5.2631600E-02 
909 
5.2631600E-02 
.63157890 
909 
The first two lines a.re the entries in the .first row of the coefficient 
matrix of .. I • The number 9Q9 is simply a flag indica.ting a _camplete 
-C:IP 
row has been typed •. The two lines following the first 909 are the entries 
in the second row of the coefficient matrix ef .!ctp· There are only 
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two rows since there are only two ports in this case. The coefficient 
matrix obtained by manual calculations. is 
f.422 
~.0527 
0.0527"1 
0.632J •. 
The typed .. output from Part III is 
111 
.15789480 
33 
- .10526316 
The. number 111 is a flag to indicate that there are no current 
sources .in the network. The next number is the first row of the co-
efficient matrix of ·lTE" There is only one ·column in this coefficient 
matrix· since there is only one voltage source in the network. The 
number 33 is a flag to indicate that a complete row has been typed. The 
number following the first 33 is the·. second row of the coefficient 
matrix. The coefficient matrix obtained by manual calculations is 
r.157J·· . 
~.1051 .. 
The computer results:for E.xample 3.4.1 may be summarized in the 
set of equations 
[::} p;2105270 ~52631600 .052. 631601 • 6315789oJ [ .15789480] + · e (3.4.1) .10526316 .. 
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The reference directions for the voltages and currents used in equation 
3.4.1 are sliown in Figure 3.4.l(C). 
Example.3.4.2 
The network and its associated directed graph shown in Figure 3.4.2 
will be considered. 
( 1)1 a 
(3) 
(C) 
Figure 3~4. 2. (A) The Electrical Network for Example 3.4. 2. 
(B) Its Associated Directed Graph. 
(C) Its Terminal Graph. 
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Input data: 
KO = 3; MTRE = 2, NT = 1, NE = 1, NC 1, NI = 1, NIE = 1, MOD = 4 
5 
KONN= 1 
5 
NTRE = ~ 
-R = ~ 45 
Part II 
Part III 
1 2 
3 0 
3 2 
3] 
Computer 
Results 
18.000000 
909 
4 
0 
4 
KORD = 
R .= 
.;;.c 
18,000000 
11 
,59999999 
33 
1 2 
INTO = 1 3 
2 3 
3 1 
3 1 
~ 4 ~ 
30 
Manual 
. Calculations 
18 
18 (coefficient of !er) 
.6 (coefficient of _:Y'irE) 
The computer results for E;xample 3.4.2.-may be summarized in the 
equation 
v = 18.000000i + 18.000000! + .59999999E. 
a a 
(3.4.2) 
The reference directions for the voltages and currents used in equation 
3 .4. 2 are shown in Figure 3 .4. 2(C). 
Example 3.4.3 
The network and its associated directed ~raph shown in Figure 3.4.3 
will be considered. 
2..Q 4.(l. 
10.n_ 
(A) 
(1) 1 
(B) 
Figure 3.4.3. (A) The Electrical Network for Example 3.4.3. 
(B) Its Associated Directed Graph. 
(C) Its Terminal Graph. 
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Input Data: 
KO = 4, MTRE = 5, NT = 5, NE= 0, NC= 2, NI= 0, NIE= 2, MOD= 6 
8 1 0 0 0 0 
1 2 3 0 0 0 
2 4 0 0 0 0 
KONN.= 8 3 4 5 7 9 
5 6 0 0 0 0 
6 7 9 0 0 0 
1 2 
2 .3 
4 2 
4 3 
INTO = 4 5 NTRE = ~ 2 3 6 j 
5 6 KORD = E 5 8 ~ 
4 6 
4 1 
4 6 
2 0 0 0 0 
0 3 0 0 0 
R = ~ 0 0 20 0 0 
0 0 0 4 0 
0 0 0 0 10 
R = 
-c ~ ~ 
31 
Computer Manual 
Results Calculations 
Part II 6.0000000 ~ :] -.00000000 909 
-.00000000 
5.0000000 
Since there are no sources in the network of Figure 3 .4. 3 Part III 
of the program was not executed. 
·The computer results for E?{ample 3.4.3 may be summarized in the 
set of equations 
C:l f-0000000 . - .00000000 l ,i J ~00000000 5.000000~ ~: . (3.4.3) 
The reference directions for the voltages and currents used in equation 
3.4 .• 3 are shown in Figure 3.4.3(C). 
The preceding examples are intended to demonstrate that the pro-
gram written will p_roduce accurate results. Within the limitations 
imposed, it is shown that the parameters.of an n-port network can be 
determined from. input data determined from the circuit interconnections 
.and the circuit parameter'3. The next chapter considers the problem 
of determining.the parameters of an.n•port network consisting of two-
terminal devices, multiport subrlet'workJ and ideal .transformers •. 
CHAPTER IV 
COMPUTER CHARACTERIZATION OF AN n-PORT NETWORK 
CONTAINING MULTIPORT SUBNETWORKS 
4.1 Introduction. Ann-port network consisting of two-terminal 
devices may be contained in a larger network (1). It may be desirable 
in such cases to ebtain the n•port representation of the·larger network 
utilizing the multiport representation of the subnetwork. This chapter 
is devoted to the consid.eration. of networks consisting of 
(a) two-terminal devices limited to resistances, ideal 
current seurces and ideal voltage sources, 
(b) multiport subnetwerks censisting of twe•terminal 
devices listed under (a) and represented by velt· 
ampere equations at the ports, and 
(c) ideal transformers. 
Theebjective is to obtain then-port representation ef such a network 
utilizing a digital computer which is supplied with input data describ· 
ing the circuit intercennections and parameters. 
The i;nultiport subnetworks embedded .in the larger network may be 
represented by velt-ampere equations of the form 
:i. = ! l + E, (4.1.1) 
and 
I = G V + H. 
-- -
(4.1.2) 
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For purpases .of this E;tudy the form shown in.:.equation 4.1.1 will be 
cansidered. This daes nat detract from the generality of the metbad 
developed, .for equ,atians :i,n the i:orm:of 4.1.2 can be placed .in the form 
_of 4.1.1. 
An .ideal transformer is represented by 
(4.1.3) 
where ·V = aut:put voltage, 
.a 
v. = input voltage,. 
l. 
i =. autput .current, 
-0 
L 
·-
input current, and 
.l. 
n = turns :ratio. 
A somewhat -more general representation will be -used in this study • 
. Specifically the (2, l)\·element in the caefficient matrix will not be 
required to be .the. negative -of the (1, 2) element as it is in equation 
4. L3. This: increased generality is to allow the 111ethod devel.oped to 
be extended readily ta cempenents :represented by h;.parameters. 
4. 2 Partitioning the-] :Matrix ... 'I:he,\]1 matrix will be partit:i,oned 
in a manner similar tG that reperted in Chapter III. Th,e. exceptien .is 
that the partitioJ;1.ing will. necessarily be .finer since. there a.re more 
types .of _circuit elements to be c.ensidered. The.]! _matrix will be par-
titioned as fallows: 
where 
] = 
~1 
B J. B I .·B I B 
·-11 1 --12 l --13 I :_14 
--L---1---+_:-
B I ·B I :B I -B 
-:21 I ~22 I ; """.23 I -:24 
--1- -~.-t--:- ~t-....: ~ 
B . ·B J:B 1-B 4 
-31 J -32 -33 .. -3 
x 
'' 2 
x 3 
--,--1- :..__ -1- - -I - ....:_ 
~1 I At.2 1-~3 ·~ !t.4 X4 
·- - - - -I - - -;- - - - --
1 ' 1 ' ' 
!s1 I !52 1 ,]53 : ·]54 X5 
yl y2 L Y3 J Y4 
the chords cantaining ideal transformers. 
(4.2.1) 
x2 = the chords conta:i.ning two~tet'Il\inal resistance; 
·elements. 
x3 = the chords containing :multiport subnetworks. 
~4 = the chords containing _ideal current seurces .in the 
ne.twork. 
x5 = .the chords containing ideal current source·s at the 
ports. 
·-
yl = the branches -containing ;ideal transformers. 
Y2 = the brancl;l.es containing two-terminal resistance 
· elemen.ts. 
-· 
·y = the branches containing multipart subnetworks • 
. 3 
Y4 = J:he bra.nches containing. ideal voltage sources,. ' 
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It will be -necessary as in the case .. ef networks .cen~i~ting ;only_ of twa• 
terminal .device.s, to number the· edges. in .the directed graph p,roperly. 
-
This will be discussed .in more detail later • 
. 4. 3 The Valt-Ampere Equations •. Using. the ~ matrix partitioned 
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as shown in equation 4.2.1, the chord voltages may be written as 
.YcR 
= -
!t+1 
and the branch currents may be written as 
T 
!11 
T 
!12 
T 
!13 
T 
1!14 
T 
!21 
T 
!22 
T 
!23 
T 
!24 
T 
!t+4 
Y..rR 
T 
!51 
T 
!52 
T 
!53 
T 
!54 
(4.3.1) 
(4.3.2) 
where YcH = the matrix of chord voltages for ideal tranl1formers, 
YcR = the matrix of chord voltages for resistance elements, 
YCM = the matrix of chord voltages for multiport subnetworks, 
Yer= the matrix of chord voltages for ideal current sources, 
Ycrp= the matrix of chord voltages for ideal current sources 
at the ports, 
yTH = the matrix of branch voltages for ideal transformers, 
YrrR = the matrix of branch voltages for resistance elements, 
YrrM = the matrix of branch voltages for multiport subnetworks, 
YrrE = the matrix of branch voltages for ideal voltage sources, 
1rH = the matrix of branch currents for ideal transformers. 
1rR = the matrix of branch currents for resistance elements, 
1rM = the matrix of branch currents for multiport subnetworks, 
1rE = the matrix of branch currents for ideal voltage sources, 
!cH = .the matrix of chord currents for ideal transformers, 
!cR = the matrix of chord currents for resistance ·elemen_ts, 
!cM = the matrix of chord currents for multiport subnetworks, 
lcr = the ll)atrix of chord currents for ideal current sources, 
and 
lcrP = the matrix of chord currents.for ideal current sources 
at the ports. 
The volt-ampere equations for the resistances, the multiport sub-
networks and the ideal transformers will be used with equations 4. 3 .1· 
and 4.3.2 to obtain the desired characteriza.tion of the network. The 
volt-ampere equations for the resistances are given in equations 3.3.6 
and 3,3. 7 in Chapter III. The se.t of volt-ampere equations for the 
mul tiport su.bnetworks. is 
(4.3.3) 
where --~1 = the matrix of r-parameters relating branch voltages 
and currents, 
~CMl - the matrix.of r-parameters relating branch voltages 
and.chord currents, 
-·~2 = the ma_trix of r-parameters relating chord voltages and 
branch currents, 
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-~2 = the matrix of r-parameters relating chord voltages and 
currents, 
-!.rM = the matrix of voltages which are constants appearing in 
the volt-ampere equations for the voltages of the branches 
-assigned to multiport subnetworks, and 
·!cM = the IIJ.8,trix of yoltages which are constants appearing in 
the volt-ampere equations for the voltages of the chords 
assigned to multiport subnetworks. 
The set of volt-ampere·equations_for the ideal transformers.is 
(4.3.4) 
where '!12 = the matrix of constants .relating branch and chord 
voltages assigned to ideal transformers, and 
;!21 = the matrix of constants relating branch. and chord 
currents assigned t-o ideal transformers. 
- Equations 3.3.6, 3.3.7, 4.3.1, 4.3.2, 4.3.3 and 4 •. 3.4 can be com-
bined to yield YcIP in terms of 1crP, .!er, Y-rE, ·!.m and ~· _ The de-
tails of combining these equations are shown in Appendix B. The desired 
equation is 
where 
YcrP = ·Ap (.Q l! 1.- !) l + .!\, (Q .!! -1)! - ]q!, 
Ap = e51 !52 ]5~ , 
(4.3.5) 
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!12 0 0 0 0 0 0 
T T 
l21 !31 
G = 
- . 
0 0 0 T ¥1# !r 0 0 
T 
!22 !32 
0 0 !oi1 
T 0 !ni1 0 
T 
!33 !ni1!1#.· !23 
! = ~ - !21 !iJ -1 !21 ' 
Q 0 0 !11 !12 !13 li12 0 0 
H = 0 !c 0 + !21 !22 !23 0 0 0 
,, 
0 0 !cM2 !31 !32 !33 0 0 !cM1 
0 0 0 0 T BT !11 !12 !13 !21 -31 .. 
+ ~T,A.: ,!.r O 0 T T !21 !22 !23 1 . !22 !32 
T 0 T T B !32 !33 !ni1!1#. O !rM1 !23 ]33 
--31 
T T -1 
·o 0 0 0 !21 !31 
+ 0 0 0 0 
T 
!22 
T 
!32 
T 0 !ni2 0 
BT, T 
!ni#1#. -23 !33 
!11 .:!12 !13 0 0 0 
1= !21 !22 !23 ~i# . R ···.~ 0 
!31 1!32 !33 !ni11!i# 0 !ni1 
o. 0 0 T A~11 ~l 
+ 0 0 0 
T 
~2 A:J T 0 !ni2 T !.m#1#. !43 !53 
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0 0 T r· 0 
'!t.1 !51 
!. T 0 T T = 
~1# Bir ~2 !52 
. T 
!m.1 ]1# 0 !m.1 
T 
~3 
T 
·!53 
~IJ I = lcrP 
!13 ]14 0 
L = ]23 ]24 0 
]33 !34 !! 
~ = ~53 !54 ~ and ' . 
E ~ 
E ·• .!rE 
%M 
The set of equations shown in .equation 4 .. 3.5, .with the proper sign 
on the coefficients of land! is the set desired to represent the 
n-port network. 
4.4 The Computer Program. In order to program the set of equa-
tions of 4.3.5 it is necessary to number the edges of the directed graph 
properly for the reasons set forth in Chapter III. The ~ethod of 
numbering the edges is similar to that reported in Chapter III. . If 
the directed graph contains h edges assigned t-0 ideal transformers, r 
edges assigned to resistances, m edges assigned to multiport subnetworks, 
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i edges assigned to ideal current sources, e edges assigned to ideal 
voltage sources and p edges assigned to the conceptual sources at the 
ports, a method for numbering the.edges to insure the proper order·for 
the rows and columns of.! is 
(a) number the edges assigned to ideal transformers 
1 through h, 
(b) number the edges assigned to resistances h + 1 
through h + r, 
(c) number the edges-assigned to multiport subnetworks 
h + r + 1 through h + r + m, 
(d) number the edges assigned to ideal sources h .+ r + m + 1 
through h + r + m + i + e, and 
(e) number theedges assigned to the conceptual sources at 
the ports h + r + m + i + e + 1 through h. + r -+ m + i + 
e + p. 
It is evident, as in Chapter III, that placing the chords a,s~igned 
-to the conceptual.sources last in the]. matrix allows the number of 
ports to be.changed without changing the numbering of the edges in the 
,----
n.etwork. 
The procedure for producing the program is the same as was used 
in Chapter ITI. The -1! matrix is· produced from interconnection data 
and the desired. submatriees of ]: _and then used. ~th the appropriate 
circuit parameters in calculating the solution. In order that the proper 
submatrices of ]!may be selected a number of constaI),ts are supplied as 
input data. 'Ihe constants include .those mentioned in Chapter III and, 
in addition, .contain 
.. (a) the num.ber of chords which contain ideal transformers, 
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(b) the number of chords which contain multiport· subnetworks, 
(c) the number of branches which contc:tin ideal transformers, 
. and 
(d) the number of branches which contain multiport subnet-
works. 
The parameters which must be supplied as input data are 
(a) !, the matrix of two-terminal resistances (this matrix 
includes both branch and chord resistances with the 
branch resistances appearing first in .ascending numerical 
order of the edge numbers), 
(b) ~' the matrix of r-parameters shown in equation 4.3.3, 
and 
(c) N12 and N21 , the matrices of constants shown in equation 
4.3.4. 
As in the program described in Chapter III, the voltage and current 
sources are treated as variables. The coefficient matrices for the 
sources are determined and are printed as output data. 
The program that has been prepared to compute the coefficients of 
land! in equation 4.3.5 is written in FORTRAN IV language for exe-
cution on the IBM 1410 computer. The length of the program is such that 
is impractical to execute on the IBM 1620 computer. The program is 
divided into 9 parts and each part is executed in sequence and supplies 
data for the succeeding parts. 
The card input data for Part I consists of the matrices!,,.!!, 1. and 
f., the degree of the node of highest degree, the fixed point constants 
named .in Chapter III, plus the fixed point constants for the additional 
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types of circuit elements to be considered. These constants are 
NCH= the number of chords containing ideal transformers, 
NCM = the number of chords containing multiport subnetworks, 
NTH= the number of branches containing ideal transformers, 
and 
NTM = the number of branches containing multiport subnetworks. 
All of these constants are stored on magnetic tape for use in succeed-
ing. parts of the program. The ! matrix is the output of Part I. It is 
typed and is also stored on magnetic tape for use by other parts of 
the program. 
The card input data for Part II consist of the matrices!,~' 
B,12 and B,21 . This. data is stored on magnetic tape for future use. 
The output of Part II is used in Part III etc •. through Part IX where 
the output consists of the desired coefficient matrices and is typed 
with appropriate headings. The signs for the coefficient matrices con-
form to voltages at the ports which are pQsitive at the terminal at 
which current enters. A flow chart and a complete listing of the FORTRAN 
statements for this program is included in Appendix C. It will be 
noted that the IF statement is used so that only operations necessary 
for a particular problem .are carried out. 
· A number of examples have been worked using this program. and some 
of them are included here to demonstrate the use of the program. 
,Example 4.4.1 
The network in Figure 4.4.1.will be considered , 
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Figure 4.4.1. The Electrical Network for Example 4.4.1. 
The following will be represented as multiport subnetworks: 
• 
Using the~e multiport· subnetworks the directed graph corresponding 
to .Figure 4.4.-l is shown in-Figure 4.4.2. 
In Figure 4.4. 2, the formulation tree is .shown in heavy lines and 
the relationship between edge voltages and the voltages.shown in the 
multiport representations is 
v 1 = v, . e 
v7 = vB, 
v8 = vc, a?d 
(5, 6) 
(A) 
.44 
(5,6) 
(B) 
Figure 4.4.2. (A) The Directed Graph Corresponding to Figure 4.4.1. 
(B) The Tet'I!linal Graph. 
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The input data is 
KO= 7, MTRE = 4, NT= 0, NE= 0, NC = 3, NI= 0, NIE= 2, 
MOD= 11, NCH= 1, NCM = 1, NTH= 1, NTM = 3 
10 4 6 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 
7 3 1 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 
KONN= 2 8 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 
9 5 11 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 
10 4 6 7 3 1 2 8 9 5 11 
2 5 
.3 5 NTRE = G 6 8 ~ ' 
2 5 KORD = ~ 3 4 5 7 10 l~ ' 
1 5 
4 5 
INTO = 1 .5 
2 5 
3 5 
4 5 
5 1 
5 4 
1 0 0 
R= 
....... 
0 1 0 !12 = [11~ ' !21 = E 11~ 
' 
0 0 1 
4 0 0 2 
0 5 2 0 
R ;:: 
~,.,{'vj 
0 2 3 0 
2 0 0 3 
The computer results ar•e shown in Table 1l,4.l. These results may 
be summa:r.i zed in the set of equations 
Iva! r7,,074 
.0185181 ~·] 
I I ·-I 
l018518 i vb I • 71296 j ib L J 
[::::18 
.037037 -.018518 
-.1481]. 
r:· ~ + 21 2I l 
- , 0'/40'Jq. , '.2 8'70 3 ,0%296 o I 
. .J 
The results obtained manually by another method are 
-0,0742 0. 287 
+ [0.259 
·-0, 0185 
0.037 -0.0185 
The reference directions for the voltages and curr•Emts used in equation 
4.4.1 and 4.4.2 are shown in Figure 4.4.2(B). 
Example 4.4.2 
The network shown in Fi pure 3. 4.1 will be considered. The input 
data is the same as shown in Chapter III with the additional data 
NCH ::: 0, NCM = 0 ~ NTH = 0, NCH = o. 
The computer results are shown in Table 4.4. 2. These results 
may be summartzed in the set of equations 
l:} C.2105 052631 .05263~ ~iaJ+ [.1578~ e .6315~ ~b -~1052~ (4.4.3) 
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The reference directions for the voltages and currents used in equation 
4.4.3 are shown in.Figure 3.4.l(C). 
Example 4 .4 .• 3 
The network shown in Figure 3.4.2 will be considered. The input 
data is the same as shown in Chapter IIL with the additional data 
NCH= O, NCM = 0 , NTH= 0, NCH= O. 
The computer results are shown in Table 4.4.3. These results may 
be summarized in the set of equations 
v = 18i + 18 I+ .59999E. 
a a 
(4.4.4) 
The reference directions for the voltages and currents used in 
equation 4 .• 4.4 are shown in Figure 3.4.-2(C). 
It is noted that the computer results for Example 4.4.1 compare 
well with the results obtained by manual means. It is also noted that 
the results for Example 4.4.2 and 4.4.3 are the same as those obtained 
by th.e program described in _Chapter III. Hence it is demonstratecl that 
the program of Chapter Ill is contained in the program for use on the 
IBM 1410 computer. 
4. 5 Application of Program to Transistor Problem. The computer 
program that has been.devised may be applied to problems involving 
TABLE 4.4.1 
MOfiU 
COMPUTER OUTPUT FOR EXAMPLE 4.4.1 
- EXEO PARTI ,MJB 
B MURIX 
o -I O .o· 
. o· o 
• O._ o . l 
INTERCONNECTION.MATRIX 
\0 4- 6 0 0 0 0 0 0 
1 . 3 l 0 0 0 0 0 0 
2 8 0 0 0 0 0 o·o 
9 5 ll 0 0 0 ,o 0 Q 
lO .4 6 1 l l 2 8 9 
ORIENTA HON MATRIX 
2 5 
] 
' 5 
,, . 
'.i 
l 5 
O O 
0 0 
Q 0-
o: o, 
5 l l ._ 
5 
lj_ -~---;;----------------------------,-------:1 
4 5 
~ l 
- 'j 
BRANCH MA TR lX 
6 ·a 9 
HON$$ 
ll ~ATRIX 
.lOOOE 01 
.OOOOE-99 
,OOOOE-99 
Hl2 MATRIX 
• 50QOE 00 · 
li2J _MATRl.X 
- "'! '.iOOOE 00 
KM MATRU 
.40'00E 01 
-;ooooe-<iCJ 
.OOOOE-~9 
.2000E Ol 
MONU 
MONU 
MONH 
MONU 
MONU 
HONU 
MON$$ 
EXEQ PART2,MJB 
.OOOOE-99 
• lOOOE 01 
.OOOOE-99 
.00001:-99 
.OOUOf-99 
• uiiJ'OL U l 
~OOOOE-99 .OOOOE·99 
~soooe 01- ,2000E 01 
.2oooe 01 .Jooot 01 
-.ooobE-99 · .OOOOE-99 
EXEQ PART3 1 HJ8 
EXEQ PART4jMJB · 
EXEQ PART5iMJB 
EXt:Q PARH, 1MJfl 
EXEQ- PAIH7;,MJll 
EXEQ PART8,MJU 
EXEQ PART9,MJII 
COEf MATRIX OF PORT CURRENTS 
.74074E Oo ,185l8E-Ol 
.2oooe 01 
.ooooE-99 
,OOOOE:-99 
.JOOOE 01 
CDEF Mf\TR(X Of VOLT AGI'; ORI l/EilS 
.25925E 00 ,l7037E-Ol -.1115l8E-01~8.~14"'E.._,0._,,0'----------
-~l85J8E-Ol -~74074f-Ol .20703E 00 o46296E-Ol 
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TABLE 4.4. 2 
COMPUTER OUTPUT FOR EXAMPLE 4.4.2 
MONU EXEQ PARTl,MJB 
8 MATRIX 
0 1 l 0 
-1 1 0 -1 
l -1 0 1 . 
0 -1 -1 0 
1 
6 
3 
7 
1 
1 
4 
2 
:, 
1 
5 
4 
4 
INTERCONNECTION MATRIX 
5 7 0 0 
3 2 0 0 
4 6 0 0 
5 2 4 8 
6 0 0 0 
ORI ENT AT ION MATRIX 
5 
2 
3 
4 
4 
2 
l 
3 
HRANCH MATRIX 
2 3 6 
MON$$ 
R MATRIX 
.2000E 01 
• OOOOE-99. 
.OOOOE-99 
.OOOOE-99 
.OOOOE-99 
MON$$ 
MONH 
MON$$ 
MON$$ 
MON$$ 
MON$$ 
MON$$ 
EXEQ PART2,MJB 
• 0090E-99 • ooooe~99 
.1oooe 01 .ooooE-Y9 
.OOOOE-99 .lOOOE 01 
.OOOOE-99 .ooooE-99 
.OOOOE-99 .OOOOE-99 
EXEQ PART3,MJB 
EXEQ PART4,MJl:l 
EXEQ PART5,MJtl 
EXEQ PART6,MJt\ 
EXEQ PART7,MJH 
EXl:Q PART8,MJB 
EXEQ PARf9,MJB 
COEF MATRIX O~ PORT CURRENTS 
.42105E 00 .52631E-Ol 
.52631E-:Ol .63157E 00 
.OOOOE-:99 
.OOOOE-99 
.OOOOE-99 
.lOOOE 01 
.OOOOE-99 
COEF MATRIX OF VOLTAGE DRIVEkS 
.15789E 00 
-.l0526E 00 
.• OQQOE-:~~ 
• OOOOE-,.9'i 
.OOOOE-91 
.ooooe-9~ 
.5000E OC) 
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-1 
l 
l 
5 
l 
5 
1 
2 
~ 
3 
2 
TABLE 4.4.3 
COMPUTER OUTPUT FOR EXAMPLE 4.4.3 
MONO EXEQ PARTl ,MJB 
8 MATRIX 
1 
0 
0 
INTERCONNECT ION MATRIX 
1 2 4 
3 0 0 
3 2 4 
ORIENTATION HATR IX 
3 
3 
l 
1 
BRANCH MATRIX 
3 
MONU EXEQ PART2,MJB 
~ HATRiX 
.4500E 02 .oooriE-99 
.OOOOE-99 .3000E 02 
MON$$ ,EXEQ PART3 1 MJB 
MON$$ -EXEQ PART4,MJB 
MON$$ . EXEQ PARJ5,HJA 
iHONh - EXEQ PART6,HJB 
MON$$ · ., '·. EXEQ PART71MJB '. 
HbNlt ·.fXEQ PARTB•HJO 
MON$$ EX~Q PART9,MJ8 
COEF MATRIX OF PORT CURHfNTS 
.18000E 02 . 
. . 
COEF MATRIX OF CURKENT DKIIIERS 
.18000E 02 
. COEF MATRIX OF VOL[AGE Dfq VERS · 
• 59999E 00_ 
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transistors by properly representing the transistor. Using the 
common hybrid model to represent a transistor, the set of equations 
relating voltages and currents ts: (6) 
(4.5.1) 
Now equation 4.5.1 may be written as 
(4.5.2) 
and it may be seen that the second term on the right side of equation 
4.5.2 has the same form as the ideal transformer coefficients. The 
first term on the right hand side is a matrix containing a resistance, 
h 11 , and a conductance h 22 . This suggests a representation as shown in 
Figure 4.5.l(b). 
'\. 
/ 
Figure 4.5.1. Equivalent Directed Graph for the Represen~ 
tationof a Transistor. 
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The volt-ampere equations are 
Ve = hll il' 
VA = hl2VB' 
iD = h22v2, 
iB ·- h21 iA. 
Now 
vl = ve + v A' 
i2 ,- iB + iD' 
VB = v 2' and 
il = iA. 
so vl = hll il + h12v2, 
i2 .- h21il +h22v2' 
or 
~:} Gu hl~ ~:] . (4.5.3) h21 . h22 
Thus the representation of Figure 4.5.l(b) is equivalent to that of 
Figure 4.5. l(a). · With this representation of a transistor, the multi-
port representation of a transistor amplifier circuit in the mid-
frequency range may be obtained using the program described in Section 
4.4. The technique for achieving this is ·shown:'iri Exa!llplel;.4'~5~~1. 
Exa,mple 4.5 .• 1 
The transistor amplifier shown in Figure 4 .5. 2 will be considered. 
5µt 
ll)----1 
\O\C.n. ll<...n. 2.00),t+ 
100...n.. 
") ----------~-- (5) 
Figure 4.5.2. The Transistor Amplifier for 
Example 4.5.1. 
The transistor characteristics are 
~
inJ = Looo 6 x 10::J · G. inJ 
i 70 4 x 10 v t 
out ou 
The directed graph for the mid-frequency range case is.shown in 
Figure 4.5.3 •. 
The volt-ampere equations for the edges of Figure 4.5.3(A) are 
t 2 
v3 
V4 
v5 
.= 
= 
= 
= 
0 
70 0 v2 
2000 i3, 
5000 i4, 
25 ,000 i5) 
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v6 = 10,000 i6' 
v7 = 100 i7, 
vs = 200,000 is, and 
v9 = 10,000 i9. 
Edges 1, 2,. 3 an.d 5 represent the transistor and edges 10 and 11 repre-
sent the conceptual current sources. 
Figure 4.5.3. 
4 
,.· 
(5) 
(A) 
(5) 
(B) 
(A) Directed Graph for Mid-frequency Range of 
Amplifier of Figure 4.5.2. 
(B) The Terminal Graph. 
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The input data is as follows 
KO = 7, MTRE = 4, NT = 3, NE = 0, NC = 4, Nl = 0, NIE = 2, MOD = 6, 
NCH = 1, NCM = 0, NTH = 1, NTM = 0. 
10 9 8 3 4 0 
3 1 0 0 0 0 
KONN= 1 2 5 7 0 0 
4 2 5 6 11 0 
10 9 8 7 6 11 
~: 
3 
.3 
2 1 
4 1 
4 3 
INTO = 4 5 
3 5 
1 5 
1 .5 
5 1 
5 4 
NTRE = E 6 7 a] . 
KORD = E 3 4 5 9 10 lj . 
!i12 = 6 x 10 [ -j . 
li21 = roJ. 
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10 x .103 0 0 0 0 0 0 
0 100 0 0 0 .. o 0 
0 0 200 x ·103 O 0 0 0 
!= 0 0 0 2 x 103 0 _o 0 
0 0 0 0 5 x 103 0 0 
0 0 0 0 0 25 x 103 0 
0 0 o. 0 0 0 10 x 103 
The computer results are shown in Table 4.5.1. These results may 
be summarized in the set of equations 
r:J· ~87.20 ln.ld ~:l . 4599.8 255.08 (4.5.4) 
The results obtained manually by another method are 
~:} ~::60 12] ~ J 257 .: • (4.5.5) 
The reference cl.ire ctions for the voltages and currents used in equa-
tions 4.5.4 and 4.5.5 are shown in Figure 4.5.3(B). 
These results demonstrate the applicability of the program to a 
transistor amplifier in the mid-frequency range. This ability to 
accommodate active devices greatly increases the versatility of the 
program. 
TABLE 4,5.1 
COMPUTER OUTPUT FOR EXAMPLE 4.5.l 
MONU EXEQ PARJl,,•IJB 
, 6 ATR X 
0 -1 l, 0 
1 0 l -1 
0 :..1 0 ' 1 
() - 0 
Cl 0 0 -1 
0 
0 0 0 
I NTERCONNEC.TI ON MATRIX 
10 9 8 ,3 41 0 
l l 'O 0 0 0 
l 2 5 7 0 0 
'• 2 5 6 11 0 10 9 8 7 6 11 
ORIENTATION MATRIX 
2 3, 
4 3 
l 2 
'• l 
4 3 
4 5 
5 
5, 
5 
1 
5 4 
BRANCH MATRIX 
6 7 8 
MONS$ 
ll. MATRIX 
,lOOOE 65 
,OOOOE-99 
,OOOOE-99 
.OOOOE-99 
,OOOOE-99 
.OOOOE-99 
.OOOOE-99 
, , OOOOE-99 
.ooooe:..911 
• OOO'OE-99 
.ooooE-99 
,OOOOE-99 
,OOOOE-99 
,lOOOE 05 
Hl2 HATR IX 
,bOOOE-03 
.OOOOE-99 
, lOOOE 03 
,OOOOE-99 
,OOOOE-99 
.OOOOE-99 
,OOOOE-99 
,OOOOE-99 
.0000(-99 
.OOOOE-99 
,2000!: 06 
,00001:-'l'l 
,00001:-99 
,OOOOE-9'1 
.OOOOE-•l9 
_____ _jg!_.!.1A TR l X,__ _____ _ 
, IOOOE 02 
HONU 
MONH 
EXEl.l PART3,MJfl 
EXEQ PART4,MJB 
• OOOOE-99 .OOOOE-99 
.o.OOOE-99 .OOOOE-99 
,OOOOE-99 ,OOOOE-99 
.2000E 04 ,OOOOE-99 
,OOOOE-99 .5000E 04 
,OOOOE-99 ,OOOOE-99 
,OOOOE-99 ,OOOOE-99 
.OOOOE-99 
.OOOOE,-9.'L 
, ,OOOOE-99 
,OOOOE-99 
,OOOOE-9'L 
,2500E 05 
,OOOOE-99 
.. ___ MONS$ 
MON$$ 
MON$$ 
MON$$ 
HON$$, 
EXEQ PART5,~,M~J~b~-----------------
EXEQ PART6,MJII 
EXEQ PART~Z~·~H~J~B ___ _ 
EXEQ PART8,MJB 
EXEQ PAIH9!MJfl 
~18720E 03 ~123l5E 03 
,,, -,4~~2!1J: ___ 04, ,25508E .Q.l.,. ·"'-- _____ , 
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CHAPTER V 
SUMMARY AND CONCLUSIONS 
5.1 Sununary. A motivating force in this investigation has been 
the need for a mechanized method for determining the multiport repre-
sentation of an electrical network. This is needed in order to better 
take advantage of existing formulation techniques involving the inter-
connection of ~ultiterminal components. This investigation has led to 
the development of two digital computer programs fc:>'r calculating the 
n-port representation of electrical networks of arbitrary configl..l- · ·· 
ration. One of these programs is for use.on the IBM 1620 computer and 
is limited to two-terminal devices which may be 
(a) resistances, 
(b) ideal current sources, or 
(c) ideal voltage sources. 
The maximum number of each variable which the program,· as it is now 
written, will accommodate is included in Appendix A. A part of this 
list is restated here. The p~ogram will accommodate a maximum of four 
ports, .three ideal voltage sources and three ideal current sources, 
five resistances in the tree and five in the co-tree, and a total of 
fifteen edges . 
The s,econd program is written for the IBM 1410 computer and will 
accommodate .ideal transformers, multiport subnetworks and two-terminal 
. ; . 
devices. The limitations on the two-terminal devices are the sam~ as 
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for the first program and the multiport subnetworks must consist of 
these same types of two-terminal devices. The program for the IBM 1410 
computer will acconunodate transistors which are represented by h .. : 
parameters. Appendix C includes the maximum value that each of the 
variables may have for.the program as it is now written. A part .of this 
list is restated here. The program will acconunodate four ports, three 
ideal voltage sources and three ideal current sources, six resistances 
in the tree and six in the co-tree, two ideal transformers or two 
transistors, and three edges for multiport components in the tree and 
three in the co-tree and a total of twenty edges. 
In order .that the networks considered may be of arbitrary con-
figuration, an algorithm for finding the ]. matrix which can be pro-
granuned for execution by a digital computer was d~veloped •. This algo~ 
rithm is described in Chapter II.· 
The technique for obtaining the volt-ampere equations at the ports 
of the network is not new. It involves using the]. matrix and the 
parameters of the network along with conceptual current sources at the 
ports. The.topological limitations are that it must be possible to 
place all of the ideal voltage sources in the formulation tree, all of 
the ideal current sources in the co-tree, and one edge representing the 
ideal transformer in the· formulation tree while the other edge. is in 
the co-tree. The appl;i.cation of the digitai computer to the solution 
of these equations requires a particular ordering for the ]! matrix and 
for the network parameters. The method for obtaining this ordering is. 
included in Chapters Ill and IV. 
A number of examples that have been worked using the two progra~s 
are included .in this study to demonstrate. how the input data is obtained 
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from the network. Thes·e examples also serve to illustrate that the 
programs do achieve the correct results. 
5.2 Suggestions for Further Investigation and Program Improve-
ments. It is apparent that the size of the networks which may be 
accommodated by the programs described in this study is limited, This 
; 
may be improved to a certain extent by dividing the programs into more 
parts. For example, it may be feasible to make the program of 
Chapter III into four or more parts instead of three and as a result 
increase the size of the network which may be accommodated, It may 
also be feasible to divide the program of Chapter IV into ten or 
more parts instead of nine. Such a procedure couid increase the size 
of the networks which could be ~andled but there would be a limit to 
this size. However, it does appear that an investigation to determine 
the optimum number of parts for each of the computer programs would be 
.useful. 
. . . 
The possibility of applying the programs to handle ·a-' network of 
any size by dividing the network into parts is one which could be the 
st,1bject of further investigation. It is feasible to divide the net-
work into parts, obtain the multiport representation of each part and 
then combine the multiport representations to obtain the multiport 
representation of the entire network. A useful investigation would be 
to consider the possibility of determining the optimum method for di-
viding the network. A d~sirable feature would be to write the program 
so that the determination of the multiport representations of the 
various parts of the hetwork and the combination. of these into the 
multiport representation of the entire network wou_!d be accomplished by 
the computer, 
An area of investigation which could lead to added versatility 
of the programs is to increase their scope -so that inductors and 
capacitors may be included in the networks~ The techniques developed 
for the programs described in this __ study should be suitable for 
sinusoidal steady-state analysis, while considerable additional re-
search would be necessary to adapt the computer to state-variable 
formulation or the determination of the s-domain .representation. 
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A number of changes that may make .the programs more convenient to 
use have been suggested through application of the programs. These 
changes are 
(a) allow the! matrix elements to be placed in random 
order and include instructions in the programs which 
would cause the elements of the matrix to be placed in 
· proper order, 
-'--, (b) include instructions so that the f matrix would be 
generated from! and the total number of edges iri the 
~raph, 
(c) 'tead the diagonal matrices ~ and .!c into ~he computer 
as column matrices and arrange the multiplication .and 
addition instructions so that they are considered as 
square matrices, 
.. (d) art:ange the program_ so that the parameters of the two-
terminal passive elements may be stippliedas either 
resistances or conductances, and 
(e) ·include instructions so that the g- and h-parameters 
may be obtained _if desired. 
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5,3 Conclusions. This investigation has demonstrated that the 
digital computer can be applied to the problem of obtaining then-port 
representation of electrical networks whose elements are 
(a) resistances, 
(b) ideal current sources, 
(c) ideal voltage sources, 
(d) multiport subnetworks consisting of two-terminal 
devices listed under (a), (b), and (c), 
(e) ideal transformers, or 
(f) transistors. 
Although the programs produced as a result of this investigation .are 
limited in the class of devices which may be considered, they may be 
applied to networks of considerable complexity. It has been shown 
how a transistor,. which .is described by means of h-parameters, may be 
represented by a coupling similar in form to an ideal transformer with 
a series resistor and a parallel resistor. This increases the class of 
networks which may be accommodated. 
Based on experience gained in using these programs, it is concluded 
that considerable use can be made in the determination of equivalent re-
sistance·of networks that are quite complex, the analysis of multiport 
network problems and the investigation of the variation of the parameters 
in .the multiport representation as the elements in the network are 
varied. 
·-
It is also concluded that the availability of a mechanized_ method 
of obtaining the multiport representation of a network can reduce the 
effort required in determining the multiport representation of a net-
work of great complexity, even though the repetitive combination of 
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multiport subnetworks would be manual at this time. 
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APPENDIX A · 
THE COMPUTER PROGRAM FOR CHARACTERIZATION OF 
n-PORT NE'IWORKOF TWO-TERMINAL DEVICES 
PART l. 
This program is written in FORTRAN without format for execution 
by an IBM 1620 computer. The entire program is written using fixed 
point variables and constants. It is the first part of a three part 
program. 
The input data is read into the machine as shown in.Table A-1. 
TABLE A.,.l 
ORDER<QF·. :INPUT': DATA:: 'FORi:PART. ·r OF . THE PROGRAM 
Card Group Variable Name and Order on.Card 
1 KO, MTRE, NT, NE, NC, NI, NIE, MOD 
2 KONN (one row per card) 
3 INTO (one .row per card) 
4 NTRE 
5 KORD 
The input data consists of punched cards which contain the] 
matrix •. Each card will contain one element from], the first being 
the (1, 1) element, the second being the (1, 2) element, etc. Through 
the (KO, MTRE) element. 
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The variable names are shown in Table A-3. 
The program contains two diagnostics. These are as follows: 
1. If MTRE =f:. NT+ NE the typewriter will type 99 and 
control will be transferred to statement 1 which is 
the-first READ statement. If M'IRE =NT+ NE the 
program execution is performed normally. 
2. 'If KO=/:= NC+ NI+ NIE the typewriter will type 999 
and control will be transferred to statement 1. If 
MTRE = NC + NI + NIE the program execution is per-
formed norma Uy • 
. When the output data (IDOP) has been punched into cards control 
is transferred to statement 1. 
PARTS II AND lII 
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These parts of the program are written in FORTRAN without format 
for execution by an IBM 1620 computer. Both fixed point and floating 
point variables are used in this program. 
The. input data is read into the machine as shown in Table A-2. 
The output data _for Part II consists of both typed and punched 
data. The typed data is the coefficient matrix of the port currents. 
It appears in a single column. The first element is the (1, 1) ele-
ment, the next is the (1 1 2) element, etc. through the (1, NIE) ele-
ment then the number 909 is typed. The next element is (2, 1) etc. 
until all of the elements have been typed. The number 909 is typed 
.after a complete row of elements have been typed. The punched data 
is used as input data for Part III. 
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TABLE A-2 
ORDER OF INPUT.DA'I'A FOR PARTS II AND lII OF THE PROGRAM 
Card Group 
Part II 
Variable Name and Order on Card 
Part 
1 
2 
.3 
4 
III 
i 
2 
3 
4 
5 
6 
KO, MTRE, NT, NE, NC, NI, NIE, MOD 
!POP (output from Part I) 
.RT (one row per card) 
RC (one row per card) 
KO, MTRE, NT, NE, NC, NI, NIE, MOD 
IDOP (output from Part I) 
RT (one row per card) 
Rl (output from.Part II) 
U (output from.Part II) 
RC (one row per card) 
Note: If there are no resistances in the branches, card group 
~ is.omitted in Parts II and III •. If there are no re-
sbtances in the chords, card group 4 in Part II and group 
6 are omitted. If Rl or U or both are not punched out of 
Part II, they are omitted as input data for Part III. 
The-output data for Part III is typed. It consists of the cd-
efficient matrices of the ideal current sources in the network and of 
the ideal voltage sources in the network. The coefficient matrix for 
the ideal current sources appears in a single column. The number 11 is 
typed to indicate that a complete row has been typed. If there are no 
ideal current sources in the network, the number 111 is typed •. The 
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coefficient matrix for the ideal voltage sources appears in a single 
column. The number 33 is typed to indicate that a complete row has 
been typed. If there are no ideal voltage sources in the network, the 
number 333 is typed. 
The variable names are shown in Table A~3. 
In Part II and Part III of the program, .when typing and punching 
are completed, control is transferred to statement 1, the first READ 
statement. 
The maximum number of each variable which the program, as it is 
now written, will accommodate is as follows: 
KO = 8. 
MTRE = 7. 
MOD = 8. 
NC = 5. 
NT = 5. 
NI = 3. 
NE = 3. 
NIE = 4. 
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TABLE A-3 
VARIABLES USED IN PROGRAM 
KO = the number of chords. 
MTRE = the number of branches. 
NT= the number of branches containing resistances. 
NE= the number of ideal voltage sources. 
NC= the number of chords containing resistances. 
NI the number of ideal current sources. 
NIE= the number of ports. 
MOD = the degree of the node of maximum degree. 
KONN (I,J) = the interconnection matrix, !· 
INTO (I, 2) = the orientation matrix_!!. 
NTRE (I) = the branch matrix, 1'.· 
KORD (I) = the chord matrix, £. 
KONNM(I ,J) = a modified ! matrix, ! 2 • 
NBR(l) = the sum of the elements in the ith row of ! 2 • 
NOT(I) = the branches which are not in the ci;rcuit with the ith chord. 
MESH(I) = the branches .forming a circuit with the ith chord. 
l.,()OP(I,J}'.= the J!matrix. 
' 
. RT(I,J) = the ·!r matrix,. 
RC(I,J) - the !ic matrix. 
T Rl (I' J) = lb1!T !11 .. 
. l' 
R2 (I,J) = !c + !u !r !u · 
. -1 
U (I,J) =[!ic + !11 !r !iJ· 
T 
R3 ( I ' J) = !31 !r lb 1 . 
R4 .(I,J) = !31 !r !i[~ + !11 RT !~J-l !11 !T !T31 
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. T . 
RS (I,J) = !!11 ~· !21 • 
COFF = coefficients of .!.crp· 
REA-r::> ·· 
. J 
I IJ'PUT"'t:::, ...... ,
PO 1.e¢ 1·1) 
k.O F'O"-
KORC> (\) 
: F°lNC> 
KONMC\,\(J, \<i.) 
.~NCH 
LOOP (.1, L.) 
·· .k~ m r~6€-~l'·r1; AJ~ rvc.., tJ L 
t.J It:.,. (11 e) D_.... .KL:> ,J,J~. J AJ ""TO..., . 
11.l T.P...€.,. k.o R.. D 
. r 
Fig1:i're A-1. Flow Chart for Part I of the Program _of Chapter III. 
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CQ"'P"'T"' · R"'U:,'J) 
COFF =. Fl-4.(I,J)- R'II,( i,J) 
TY!"!", 
-~·.· 
/ AIPr,J C D..n-..-1 
K.9, 111 r~e.J I,) r, .ie, t,JC::,, 
I.)~ ..,,e._;ma~ Loe,~ 
°Figure A-2. Flow Chart for Part II 
of the Progr~m of Chapter III. 
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TYPE, 
I II 
_ IAJe,,7 Pdrn 
ko,mriei;._.i, .,.,_.,c_ ..it 111,~ mon 
~ ()')11 r;?.rX (loo P) 
R9U,J)•lh1 
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Figure A-3~ _ Flaw Ohart for Part III of the Program.of Chapter III. 
TABLE A-4 
FORTRAN STATEMENTS FOR IBM 1620 PROGRAM 
C COMP CHAR OF N-PORT NETWORK PART ONE 
DIMENSION KONN. (8A8),.INT0(15<2),NTRE(7),KORD(8),NBR(8),NOT(8) 
DIMENSION KONNM(i, 1 81,MESH(81,LOOP(8,8) 
READ,KO,MTRE,NT,NE,NC,Nl,NIE,MOD 
NV•MTRE+l 
D02la1,NV 
D02Jal ,MOD 
•.. 2 · ·· R £AD , KCi NN ( I , J ) 
NX•KO+MTRE 
0031•.1,NX 
D03J• 1 ,2 
3 READ,INTO(l,J) 
0041•1,MTRE 
4 READ,NTR£(1) 
005 la I ,KO 
5 READ,KORD(I) 
IF(MTR£-(NT+NE))6.8,6 
6 Nz,.99 
TYPE,NZ 
GOTOl .. · . 
8 IF(KO-(NC+Nl+NIE))9,10,9 
9 NZ•999 
TYPE,NZ 
GOTO! 
10 00351.1 ,KO 
0035J .. 1 ,MTRE 
35 LOOP(I ,J)•O. 
D01801•1,KO 
D036J• 1,NV 
D036Ka l,MOD 
36 KONNM(J,K) .. Q 
003]J .. 1,NV 
37 MESH(J)aO 
0045Jal .,NV 
D045K• l ,MOD . 
IF( KORO ( I )-KONN (J ,K) )45, 40, 45 
40 KONNM(J,K)•KONN(J,K) 
45 CONTINUE 
0055J•l,NV 
D055K• 1,MOO 
0055L=l ,NV 
IF (NTRE(L.)-KONN( J. , K))55, 50, 55 
50 KONN~(J,K) .. KONN(J,K) 
55 CONTINUE 
0080LL•1,MTRE 
D060J•1,NV 
NOl(J)•O· 
NBR(J)•O 
D060K .. 1 ,MOD 
60 . NBR( J )•NBR( J )+KONNM( J, K) 
LAal 
007QJi, t ,NV 
DCi7 OK• I , MOD 
I F(KONNM(J ,K) )61, 70 61 
61 I F(NBR(J)-KO. NNM. (J,K) )70, 65, 70 
65 NOT(LA)•KONNM(J,K1 
NA,.LA 
lA•LA+l . 
70 CONTINUE 
0080Ja1,NV 
0080Kal ,MOD . 
D080LB•1,NA 
IF(KONN(J ,K) )]1,80, 71 
71 IF (KONN( J, K)-NOT (LB ))80, 75, 80 
75 KONNM(J,K)•O 
80 CONTINUE 
82 MESH(1)aKORD(I) 
LM=KORO( I) 
LN.alNTO(LM,2) 
LP=2 
104 D0115Jal MOD 
IF(KONNM(LN,J)~LM)l05, 115, 105 
105 IF( KON NM( L N, J)) 110, 115, 110 
75 
110 
1 i 5 
120 
125 
130 
135 
145 ,' 
150 
160 
165 
170 
175 
180 
190 
c. 
LQ•KONNM(LN,J) .· 
CONTINUE 
TABLE A..;.4 (Contimied) 
.1 f(KORD( I )-LQ) 120, 135, 120 
MESH(LP)•LQ ~·. . .· 
D0130K•1 ,2 . · _ 
lF(INTO(LQ,K)-LN)125,1)0, 125 · 
LR•INTO(LQ,K) · 
CONTINUE 
LM.,,LQ· . 
LN•LR 
LPaLP+1 
GOT0104 
D0180J•il ,NV . . 
i F(MESH(J)) 140, 180, 140 
KD-MESH(J) 
1F(J-t>14$, 145, tso 
KE .. 1.tno(KP, 2) 
GOTOl80 .. 
00165~1,MTRE .· . ·. 
.lf(NTRE(M)-KD)l65.160,165 
. KG·M . 
COtHINUE · .. 
I FONTO(KP, 1)-KE) 170, 175, 170 
LOOP( I ,KQ)•(-1) · 
Kg;att,ITO(KD; 1) 
GOTOJ80 ·.·· ... 
LOOP(l ,KG)•1 .. 
KE .. INTO(KD,2) 
CONTINUE. . 
. QOl901;.l,KO 
Q0190J•1 MTRE · 
PUNCH; LOOP ( I • J) 
GOTOI .. 
, ENO .. 
· CQMP CHAR OF N .. PORT NETWORK .PART TWO 
' ' 
PIM. EN. SION LOOP(8(8),RT(. 5,5),RC(5,5),Ri(4,5),R2(5,5),U(5,5),R3(4,4) 
.. · DIMENSION R4(4,4J . · · 
REA!l,KO ,MTRE ,NT, NE ,NC, N!, NIE ,MOD 
15 
18 
.2Q 
22 
25 
205 
21)6 
· K t-ttC+N I ti . . . 
k2•NC+1 , .. 
K3~NC+N I . 
NVaMTRE+t · 
00151•1,KO \ 
DOi5J,. f MTRE · 
R(Ao;~ooPU ,Jl. 
l F(IHHll,475, 18 
Dlmll•l,NT . 
-0020J..,1 NT 
READ,RT(l ,J) 
IF(NC)22,206,U 
. pois1 .. 1,Nc · 
OD25J•l.NC . 
READ,RC( I ,J) 
Ml=O 
002051.,.Kl,KO 
Ml=MHI · 
D0.~05J~J.N<; 
·RICMt ,J) .. o,o 
D02Q5K.o,,1,NT 
P0205L=I ,NT )(.,LOOP (I ,L) 
Y-=LOOP(j,I() · ·. 
Rl(MI ,J)aRt<tH,J)+(X*RT(L,K)*Y) , 
Ml=O '"-....,, 
002 tQi •K 1,KO . 
. M1,.M(+I .. 
M2=0 .. 
D02 foJ..,K 1,KO 
.M~.=112+ l ,' · · 
B3<Mt,M2)..0.0 · 
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2 1 ci 
236 
237 
240 
245 
250 
260 
265 
270 
275 
.280 
281 
282 
283 
284 
285 
290 
306 
310 
445 
44.6 
450 
475 
480 
485 
486 
TABLE A·4 (Continued) 
D0210K,.1,NT 
D0210L•1,NT 
XaLOOP(l ,L) 
YaLOOP(J K) . . · · 
R3(H 11M2 )aR3 (Ml ,M2 )+(X*RT (L, K)*Y) 
IF(NC1236,445,236 . 
D0240la1,NC 
D024()J .. 1,NC z .. o.o . 
D0240Kal ,NT 
D0240L•1,NT 
X=LOOP( I ,L) . 
YaLOOP(J,K) 
Z•Z+(X*RT(L,K)*Y) 
IF(K-NT)240,237,240 
R2(1 ,J)aRC(l,J)+Z 
CONTINUE 
002601•1,NC 
D0260J .. 1 NC 
IF(I-J)245,250,245 
uc1,J) .. o.o 
GOT0260 
U( I ,J) .. 1 0. 
CONTINUE 
Mal 
D0285L .. 1,NC 
M=M+l 
IF(M-NC)265,265,275 
D0270laM,NC . 
R2(L,l)=R2(L,1)/R2(L,L) 
D0280Ja1 NC 
U(LkJ)•U{L,J)/R2(L,L) 
002oSJa1,NC . 
IF{L-J)281,285,281 
IF(M-NC)282,282,284 
D02831•M,NC 
R2(J, I )=R2(J, I )-(R2(L, I )*R2(J,L)) 
D02851Qal,NC . 
U(J,IQ)•U(J,IQ)-(U(L,IQ)*R2(J,L)) 
CONTINUE 
002901 .. 1,NIE 
D0290J•1,NIE 
R4( I ,J)•O.O 
D0290K•1,NC 
D0290La 1 , NC 
R4(1,J)•R.4(1,J)+(R1(1,i.)*U(L,K)~R1(J,K)) 
00310J .. 1,NIE 
00310Ja1,NIE 
COFFa(-1. ).*(R4( I ,J)-R3( I ,J)) 
TYPE,COFF . 
IF(J-NIE)310,306,310 
Kz,.909 . 
TYPE,KZ 
CONT I NUE ·. 
GOT0480 . 
D04SOL=1,NIE. 
004501al ;NIE 
TYPE,R3(L I) . 
IF( 1-.NI E>4so.446,450 
KZ•909. 
TYPE,KZ 
CONTINUE 
GOTO! 
D048Slal;NIE 
D0485Ja 1, NC 
PUN.CH,Rl ( I ,J) 
004861•1,NC 
D0486Js:1,NC . 
PUNCH,U(I ,J) 
GOTOI 
END 
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c 
15 
18 
20 
21 
25 
30 
35 
499 
500 
505 
510 
515 
518 
520 
522 
525 
526 
600 
TABLE A~4 (Continued) 
COMP CHAR OF N-PORT NETWORK PART THREE 
O IMENSI ON LOOP(8 18) ,.RT(5 15) ,RC(5 15) ,R 1 (4, 5), U(5 ,5) ,R5(5, 3) ,R6( 4,3) 
DIMENSION R7(4,51,Ro(4,31,R9(4,31 · 
. READ,KO,MTRE,NT ,NE,NC,NI ,NIE,HOD 
KtaNC+Nl+I 
K2aN.C+1 
K3 .. NC+NI 
K4aNT+1 
0015 lal ,KO 
D015J .. J ,HTRE 
READ,LOOP(l,J) 
IF(NT)IS,616, 18 
00201•1,NT 
0020J .. t ,NT 
READ,RT(I ,J) 
IF( NC)21,499 ,2 t 
00251•1,NIE 
D025Jal ,NC 
READ,Rl(l,J) 
D0301al ,NC 
. D030Jai,NC 
READ , U ( I , J ) 
00351•1,NC 
0035J•l ,NC 
READ,RC(l,J) 
IF(N1)500,635,500 
MlmO 
00505 laK I ,KO 
Ml•Ml+I 
M2a0 
D0505JaK2,K3 
M2•M2+1 
R6(M1 ,M2)•0.0 
D0505K• 1 , NT 
D0505L• 1 , NT 
X.;.LOOP( I ,L) 
y.;.LOOP ( J K) 
R6(Mt 1M2)aR6(M1,M2)+(X*RT(L,K)*Y) 
IF(NC1510,625,510 
D05t5ial ,NC 
MlaO 
1)0515J•K2,K3 
Ml,.Ml+l 
RS( I ,Ml ) .. o.o 
D05 t 5K• 1. NT 
00515L .. t, NT 
X=LOQP(l~L) . 
Y•LOOP(J,K) . ·. 
R5(1 ,Ml)•R5(1 ,Ml)+(X*RT(L,K)*Y) 
005201•1,NIE 
D0520Ja1,NI 
z .. o.o. 
D0520K• 1 , NC 
D0520Lal ;NC 
z .. z+(Rl(l ,L)*U(L K)*R5(K,J)) 
IF((L+K)-(NC+Nc))520,s1s,520 
R7(1,J)· .. z::.R6(1,J) 
CONTINUE 
005251 .. t ,NIE 
00525J•.l NI . 
R7( I ,J)=f-t. )*R7(1,J) 
TYPE,R7(1,J) 
IF(J-Nl)525,522,525 
KZ=l 1.· 
TYPE,KZ 
CONTINUE 
·IF( NE)600, 640, 600 
006051•1,NIE . 
Ml•O 
00605JaK4, MTRE 
MlaMl+l . . 
R8(1,Ml)a0.0 
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605 
610 
608 
615 
616 
618 
620 
625 
628 
630 
631 
635 
640 
D0605K•1,NC 
D0605L•1,NC 
TABLE A-4 (Continued) 
X•LOOP(K,J) • 
R8(1 ,M1)•R8(1,M1)+(R1(1,L)*U(L,K)*X) 
M1•0 
D0610l•K1 ,KO 
M1•M1+1 
M2=0 
D06\0J•K4,MTRE 
M2•M2+1 
XaLOOP(I J) · . 
R9(M1 ,M2ja(R8(H1 ,M2).;.X)*(-1.) 
006151=1,NIE 
D0615J•l ,NE 
TYPE,R9{1,J) 
IF(J-NE)610,608,610' 
KZa33 
TYPE,KZ 
CONTINUE 
GOTOI 
00620 laK 1 ,KO 
D0620J=K4,MTRE 
X•LOOP(l ,J). 
TYPE,X 
IF(J-HTRE)620,618,620 
KZa33 
TYPE,KZ 
CONTINUE 
GOTO! 
00630 I a 1 , NI E 
D0630J•l ,NI 
TYPE,R6( I ,J) 
IF(J-Nl)630,628,630 
KZ•l 1 . 
TYPE ;KZ 
CONTINUE 
lf(NE)616,640,616 
KZall 1 
TYPE,KZ 
IF(NC)526,631,526 
KZ•:333 . 
. TVPE,kZ 
GOTO! 
END 
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APPENDIX B 
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AJ;>PENDIX 'B 
DEVELOPMENT OF THE VOLT-AMPE;RE, EQUATIONS 
FOR AN·n-PORT NETWORK CONTAINING 
MULTIPORT SUBNETWORKS . 
The voltage at the ports, YcrP' may be written in terms of the 
branch voltages by using, equation 4 .. 3.1. The result is 
YcrP = - ~51 1!52 !5~ YrrH . - 1!54 .Yir1 • 
: .Y.rR 
Using equations 3.3.6, 4.3.3 and .4.3.4 it is 
1.rH li12 0 0 0 YcH 
.; 
1.rR ·= o. ·!.r (j ' C}t I ·.-TR 
YrM 0 ·o ~1:!cM1 !m 
I I 
~ 
and this may be rearranged to be 
1.rH li12 0 
~] 0 0 = + YirR 0 0 !.r 0 
possible 
0 
+ 0;: 
··!ni 
~ 
YrM 0 ·!cM1 () !.rM1 
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B-1 
to write 
B-2 
0 
+ 
0 B--3 
~lM 
The currents lrR and 11M can be expressed in terms of the chord 
currents by making use of 4.3.2. The desired expression is 
~] = ~~2 T T T TJ I !22 . !32 !42 ll:2 -.CH T T T lcR !13 !23 !33 !43 !53 
~ B-4 
.!er 
!crP 
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If e~uations 4.3.2 and 4.3.4 are used together it is possible to 
obtain 
!cii = .!i21 1-rH = .!i21 Ei1 ll~1 ll;1 iJ.1 ]!~ !cH 
lcR 
lcM 
lcr 
B-5 
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The solution for .!cH if:1 
·. [ Tl -l '1T TJ 
.!cH = [ - li21 ].1~ li21 [21 l!:31 
1cM 
IF21 ~1 !;] 1c1 
1 .!crP 
B-7 
tp.en equation '.B-6 may be rewritten as 
.loii = ! §1 Jl;J lcR . + ! ~l Jl;J lc1 
B-8 
.!crP 
Now, if equation .B-8 is combined with .B-4 the result is 
·~ .. Rl • [i~2l (! ~~l !;J I* l + ! . @1 !;~ 
l:mJ ~13J l L!aj 
- . . 
+ ~i::iJ[~+ ~: j~ t:J 
and this may be rearranged to be 
~= 
~T A 
!! J BT T 1!12 ..... -21. 1!31 [~ !i3! 0 T T 1!22 1!32 T T 
!23 1!33 
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+ 
T T 
~1 !51 
T T 
~~IJ ~2 !52 
T •· I T · ."."'.'ClP 
~3 !53 
B-10 
Using equation 4.3.1 it is pos-ible to obtain 
YcH !u !12 !13 .YTH !13 
YcR = - !21 !22 !23 .Y:.rR !24 YrrE ' ·B-11 
YCM !31 !32 !33 Yrn !34 
and if this is combined with B-3, the result is 
YcH l!u !12 !13 ~12 0 
~CH] 
YcR = - : 1!21 !22 !23 0 0 41 
~ !31 !32 B -33 0 . ~1 
!u !12 B13 0 0 
~] 1!21 . !22 !23 R 0 -T 
!31 1!32 !33 0 !TMl 
!u !12 !13 0 !14 
!21 !22 1!23 0 !24 YrrE" 
!31 !32 !33 ~ !34 B•l2 
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The volt-ampere equations 3.3.7 and 4.3.3 may be utilized to 
yield 
.YcH 
v = ~ 
!!. 0 0 
0 0 ~2 
JlcH 0 0 
1cR + 0 .!.:m + 0 B-13 
l!rn2 
and combining this result with equation B-12, the result is 
!!. 0 0 
0 !!c O 
0 0 ~2 
.!cR = -
0 
0 I -
-TM 
If equation B-10 is combined with B-14, then 
!!. 0 0 
0 
·!c. 0 = ... 
0 
!!12 0 
0 0 
0 
0 0 
~] 
B-14 
!13 !14 O ~ 
O 1rE 
0 
0 
0 [:] 0 
i.' 
+ 
0 
T T 
!21 1!31 
1!~2 1!~2 
T T 
1!23·· !33 
T T 
!21 1!31 
0 ~i3t:O~ 
T T 
!22 ,!32 
!m2 
T T · 
·~1 !51 
T T 
~2 1!52 
·T T 
~3 !53 
T T 
!23 !33 
and thi$ may rearranged be ·· 
·!! 'O: 0 
0 ·!c O 
0 .o !c:M2 
+ 
!u 1!12:· , !o 
·!21 !22 !23 
B B B 
-31 -32 ...;.33 
= --
0 0 
0 0 
·!r· 0 
O ·!.rMl 
T T 
~l !51 
T T 
~2 !52 
T T 
~3 !53 
~] 
0 
0 
0 0 
0 
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B-15 
0 0 
0 !a.:i1 
T T 
!21 !31 
T T 
!22 1!32 
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0 0 0 .o T 1!21 
T 
.!!31 YcH 
+ 0 0 0 0 T !22 
T 
·!32 !cR 
T 
~~13! 0 R.rM2 0 
T 
1!23 
T 
.!!33 ~ 
.!!u .!!12 .!!13 0 0 0 
.!!2i .!!22 1!23 
T 
!~12 ! R.r 0 
!31 .!!32 .!!33 
T 
R.rMil12! 0 ~1 
+ 
0 
0 
T· 0 ~~l~ 
0 0 
0 0 
·~ T 
~1 1!51 !er T T 
~2 .!!52 
!cIP T T 
1!43 1!53 
.!!13 .!!14 0 ·.lint 
.!!23 .!!24 0 YirE B-16 
!33 .!!34 u 
The solution for · · .YcH may be obtained from equation B-16 and it is 
1cH 
B-17 
where E,,,.l, 1., Q. and ! have the meanings given in, Chapter IV. 
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It is possible to combine equation B-10 with equation B..,3 to ob-
tain· 
0 0 0 0 T T kH YrH N 0 0 !21 !31 -12 
T 0 0 T T 
.!cR v = 0 0 0 + -~1# ·!r. !22 !32 ~ 
T 
·!rM1 0 
T T ~ ·YrM. 0 0 !cM1 !rM1!1:#- O !23 !33 
0 0 T T 0 0 
~1· !51 
t~ + T R 0 ·r T ::~ + 0 . B-18 ¥1# ~ !42 !52 T 0 
,!TMl 
r: T ~ !!TM1]1_# ~3 !53 
This result may be coml:>ined with B-1 and B-17 to yield the desired 
solution for YcIP. This is 
B-19 
wher-e !p, Q, !!, ,:!, . ;, .!-, 1,· .! and .. ,]q have the same meanings .. giv.en in 
Chlip ter IV. 
APPENDIX C 
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APPENDIX C 
THE OOMPUTER PROGRAM FOR. CHARACTERIZATION 
. . : 
OF· AN n-PORT NETWORK CONTAINING 
.MULTIPORT SUBNETWORKS 
i 
thfs program is written in FORTRAN IV with format for' execution 
' ' I • I 
by an IBM 1410 computer. It is divided into 9 parts •. Card input datJ 
is required for Parts I and II. The output data from Parts I through 
\ . . 
VII! is pla~ed on magnetic tape for use in the SUCGeeding parts of the 
program. The output of.Part I is also printeo as is the output of Part 
I . ; 
IX. The card input data for Part II is printed for information pur~ 
The card input data is arranged as sho~ in Table C-1. 
TABLE C-1 
ORDER OF~ INPUT DA.TA FOR THE PROGRAM 
Card Group Variable Name and Order on Card 
·Part I 
1 KO, MTRE, NT, NC, NI, NIE, .MOD, NCH, 
N~, NTH,. NTM (13 form) 
KONN, (one row per.: card, 13 form) 
INTO (one row per card, 13 form) 
4 NTRE (!3 form) 
5 KORD (p form) 
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TABLE C-1 (Continued) 
Card·Group Variable Name and Order on Card 
.Part II 
1 R (El2.4 form) 
2 Hl2 (E12.4 form) 
3 H21 (El2.4 form) 
4 RM (El2.4 form) 
Note: The program is written so that if any of the variables R, 
Hl2, H21, or RM are blank, the particular variable ·Or 
variables are omitted as input data. 
The order and labeling of the printed output data is 
(a) B MATRIX, 
(b) INTERCONNECTION MATRIX, 
(c) ORIENTATION MATRIX, 
(d) BRANCH MATRIX, 
. (e) R MATRIX, 
(f) Hl2 MATRIX, 
(g) H21 MATRIX, 
. (h) . RM MATRIX, 
(i) COEF MATRIX OF PORT CURRENTS, 
(j) COEF MATR!XnF CURRENT DRIVERS, and 
(k) COEF MATRIX OF.VOLTAGE DRIVERS. 
If any of the above are not applicable for a particular problem, this. 
is denoted by their .absence from the output data . 
. The variable names ·are shown in.Table C-2. The maximum value that 
the variables may have is 
NT= 6, 
92 
NE = 3, 
NC = 6, 
NI = 3, 
NIE = 4, 
NCH = 2, 
NCM = 3, 
NTH = 2, 
NTM = 3, 
MOD = 11, 
KO = 10, and 
MTRE = 10. 
TABLE C-2 
VARIABLES USED IN PROGRAM 
KO = the number of chords. 
MTRE = the number of branches. 
NT = the number of branches . containing resistances. 
NE = the number of ideal voltage sources. 
NC = the number of chords containing resi'stances. 
NI = the number of ideal current sources. 
NIE = the number of ports • 
. MOD= the degree ·of the node .of maximum degree. 
NCH= the number of chords containing ideal transformers • 
.. NCM = the number of chords containing multiport subnetworks. 
NTH= the number of branches containing ideal transformers • 
NTM =:" the number of branches containing multiport subnetworks. 
KONN (I, J) = the interconnection matrix, 
INTO (I, 2) = the orientation matrix, 
N.TRR . (:0; = ·· the· hrancn matr.ix;, ,!;_, 
KORD (I)= the chord mat:t:ix, £· 
D. 
·-
KONNM (I, J) = a modified ! matrix, !z~ 
!· 
NBR(I) = the sum of the elements in the ith row of !(;2• 
93 
i::lOT(I) = the branches which are not in. the c·ircuit with the ith chord~ 
.MESH(I) = the branches.forming a circuit with the ith chord. 
LOOP(I, J) = the ]! matrix • 
. R (I, J) = the matrix of branch and chord resistances,._!!. 
H12(I, J) = the matrix of ideal transformer constants relating voltages, 
94 
TABLE.C-2 (Continued) 
H2l(I, J) = the matrix of ideal transformer constants relating 
. currents, ! 21 • 
RM(I, J) = the matrix of r-parameters for the multiport subnetworks, 
!\i· 
A(I, J) = ·U - N BT 
- · -21 -:-11 
R2(I, J) = ~ T !.rn2 !13 ! 0 ~] 
!12 !13 ~ T ·!!ir 
~J T T . !rr !12 ! !21 !31 R3(I, J) = !22 !23 T 0 T T !.rn1 !13 ! !22 !32 
B !33 
T T 
-32. !23 !33 
R4(I, J) = ~ T !.rn2 !13 ! 0 !.rn·J ·T !21 T !31 
T BT 
!22 .... 32 
T 
!23 
T 
!33 
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TABLE C- 2 ( Cop. t inued ) 
R5(I, J) = ! 21 
R6(I,. J) = ! 23 !!cM1 . 
R7(I, -1 J) = !! . 
R8(I, J) = .!! • 
' ~ T R9(1, J) !rr ~ = ~ !12 !:. ~i!~#, 0 T T !21 !31 T T !22 !32 
T 
!23 
T 
!33 
RlO(I, J) b T !rr 
~J T T = !rr !12 ! ~l !51 ~l !~3 ! 0 T T ·~2 !52 . 
T 
~_3 
T 
·!53 
!12 tT 
·~ 
··!13 ... ~T !12 .! !rr 
Rll(I, J) = !22 !z3 
. T 
0 
. ~l !13 ! 
!32 ·B . --33 
,, 
ry·! 
Rl2(I, J) = £· 
Rl3(I, J) = Rll(I, J) + R2(I, J). 
Rl4(I, J) = l· 
Rl5(I, J) = Q.!!l· 
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TABLE C-2 (Continued) 
R16(I, J) = R15(I, J) - RlO (I, J). 
R17(I, J) = ~p J R16(I, J) 
R18(I, J) = !p Q l!· 
Rl9(I, J) = ·1· 
R20(I, J) = !p·Ql! 1· 
R21(I, J) =J!p Q l! 1 -·]q· 
1:>Q J.e11n•l,1<0 
FOR KO~'D(I) 
Fll•ol? 
l<ONr..iM(J,IC) 
\NR1T£; 
LOOP(l,L). 
I"' p /JT" DA-r(I 
/. A:.gll)-r,2£, tJ-,; Iv~ AJC:, ..i,, 111,~ 
17lDZ:p.lCN, tJCK>, IJT'!, AJ Tm 
z. }<,£).>Ju 
,3. l.ira 
~ flJrJ!e 
s;, k..oito 
WR,TE, 
1-h~(.1,J) 
~'1.Hi,J) 
FigQre C-1. Flow Chart for the Program of 
C,hapter IV. 
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0.. b 
\N'ltl"T E, 
Rt,\ ( I, J) 
COMPc..>,e. 
A~(l,J) 
COl"\"PU"fE 
'R.L(.1,J) 
Figure C-1. (Continued) 
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'P ............ .nr 
c d 
c. 
COM Pun. 
R:L( 1,J ), 
~lc,(l,J) 
COMPUTe: 
~"3, (.1,J) 
'PROC e:. ,:,u-ce 
l. 
(Sc.•?,... .. ..-m) 
Figure c-1 (Continued) 
P~GC.C't:>Ul<.E 
.L (s.,., P-.-lll) 
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e f 
Figure C-1 (Continued) 
COM Pure 
Ri.2 ( l, ~ l 
COMf'UTS: 
R•.~U,Jl1 Rl.Sll,J; 
9 
mo 
9 
COM'PU'l"e 
Ri9C.~Jl 
R2.9' <.1,J) 
"""it. ,-re.' 
Co1tFF- oF 
F'ollO-T 
Cu1::12:e:'-'"fS 
""""r.:.~,·~-
Coi;tFI", OF 
C-1.)tt,.,::.~,_,T. 
,:,,i;:,..,~~ 
Figure C-1 (Continued) 
~e,Te, 
Co&•F o• 
"C)L..T...ca&, 
-z:::>e: \\.&~ ... 
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1 
2 
21 
3 f2 
5 
6 
20 
36 
37 
.55 
6Q 
SQ 
104 
115. 
TABLE C--3 
FORTRA~ STATEMENTS FOR IBM 1410 PROGRAM 
MON':': EXEQ FORTRAN,SOF,SIU,08,04,, ,MAINPGM1 .. · 
DI MENS ION KONN.( 11, 11) t I NT0(20, 2 ).NTRE( 10).KORD( 10), NBR ( 10), NOT( 10) 
. PIMENSI.ON KONNM(11.111,MESl-!(10),LOOP(10,10) · 
FORI-IATIU13) .. fORMAT 11 l 3 ) . . 
FORMAT /4i<,8HB MATRIX//) . · 
FORMAT 1013) · · 
FORMAT (/4X .2. 2HI NTERCONNECTION MATRIX//) 
FORMAT(1113) · . 
FPRMAT (/4X, 18HO. RI ENTAT ION MATRIX. //(213)) 
f0RMATC/4X,l3HBRANCH MATRIX//(1113)) . 
REAO( 1, 1)1(.0 ,MTRE ,NT, NE,NC,NI, NI E,MOD, NCH, NCH, NTH,NTM 
REWIND6 . . 
WR ITE(6)1S,Q,MTRE, NT, NE, NC; NI ,NI E,MOD, NCl1, NCH, NTH, NTH 
HV•ltTR~-t:l . 
b020l•l,lff . . . 
REAP(1;2)(KONN(l,J),J•!,MOD) 
NX"!KO+MTRE . . . 
00191•1,NiC · .. 
READ(i,2HiNTO(I .J),J•),2) 
REA!>( j;2)(NTRE( IL,.,.· ,MTRE) . 
REAP( 1;2)(KORD( I j; I •1, KO) 
0035 l•l ,KO . . 
P<>35Jm 1 , MTRE 
LOOP( I •• n•o . 
D018QI •1,KO 
003,6J• 1 , NV 
0036K-i ,MOD. 
KONNM(J,K)•O 
0037J•l,NV 
MESH(J)•O . j)045J•l ,NV 
0045K• 1 MOD . . . · 
iF(KORO(l);..KONN(J,K).EQ,O)KONNM(J,K)•KONN(J,K) 
CO'NT INUE 
Do55J,..! ,NV 
P055K.•1,MOD 
D055L•l,NV . jf(ttTRE(L),.KONN(J,K).EQ.())KONNM(J,K)•KONN(J,K) 
corn1NuE ·· 
l>Q80LL"'1,MTRE ·. 
Q060J .. 11NV 
NOT(JJ .. 1:1 
N13R(J)a0 .. 
DQ.6QK• 1 , MOD 
N13!. (J )•NBR. ( J )+KONNM(J, K) 
LA 1 . · 
!>07QJ.i! ,NV 
D070K• 1 , MOP 
~I f(!<ONNM(J, K); EQ. () )GOT070 
· IF(NBR(.J) ... KONNM.(JtK).NE,0)GOT070 . 
NOT(~A).,KONNM{J 1K1 . 
"""'~A ·• . . 
· LA•LA+l . 
CONT I NUE ·.· 
0080J•I, NV 
D080K"' i ;f\00 
·. 0080LB~l ;Ni\ 
.· I F(KONN J,K),. EQ.O)GOT080 · 
IF(KONN(J 1 K)~NOT(LB).NE,O)GOT080 
KONNM(J;K).:.o . 
CONTINUE . 
MESH( 1 l•KORDCI) 
LM-KORD(I ); 
!.N'"I NTO CI.M, 2) 
LP•2 . . . · . 
bOl1SJ .. 1,MOO 
l F( KONNM(LN, J H.M. EQ. 0 )GOTO 115 
l F(KO .. N .. NM(LN, J). EQ. O)GOTO 115 
LQ•KONNM(LN.J) · 
CONTINUE 
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130 
135 
150 
165 
. 175 
180 
. 181 
182 
7 
8 
9 
10 
30 
23 
· 31 
32 
24 
25 26 . 
H 
200 
201 
TABLE C-3 (Continued) 
IF(KOR6~1)-LQ.EQ.~)GOT0135 
· MESH (LP )•LQ . 
DO 130K•1; 2 . · 
IF( INTO (LQ, K)-LN, NE. O)LR• I NTO.(LQ,K) 
· CONTINUE . 
LH-LQ 
LN•LR 
LP•LP1"1 
GOT0104 
D0180J•l ,NV 
IF(HESH(J).EQLO)GOT0180 
KD..HESH(J) . 
IF(J-1.GT.O)GOT0150 
KEalNTO(KD,2) 
GOT0180 
00165~ I ,HTRE . 
IF(NTRE(H)-KD,EQ.O)KG•H 
CONTINUE . . · 
IF(INTO(K0,1)-KE,EQ.O)GOTh175 
LOOP(l,KG)•(-1) . . 
KE•INTO(KD, I) 
GOT0180 
LOOP(l,KG)•I 
KE .. INTO(KD.,2) 
CONTINUE 
WR ITE(3 ,21) 
00181 l•l ,KO 
WRITE(3,3).(LOOP(l ,J),J•l,MTRE) 
. WRITE(3,22) 
001821•1,NV . 
WR ITE(3, 4) (KONN( I, J) J•l ,MOD) 
.. WRITE (3, s > c c INTO c 1 , J L J• 1, 2 >, 1 .. 1 , Nx > 
WRITE (3 6) ( NTRE ( J) J• 1,MTRE) 
WR ITE(6j((LOOP(l ,Jj ,J•l ,MTRE), l•l ,KO) 
CALLEXIT . 
END . 
HON~~ f'.XEQ FORTRAN,SOF,SIU 08,04, MAINPGM2 . 
DIMENSION LOOP( 10, 10) ,R( 12, !2) ,H12(2,2) ,H2.1(2,2) ,RM(6,6),A(2,2) 
DIMENSION A1(2,2) . . 
FO. R.MAT(6E12.4) 
FORMAT(2E12.4) 
FORMAT(2E12,4) 
FORMAT(6E12.4) 
FORMAT(6E12.4) 
FORMAT (14X, 81:iR MATRIX//) 
FORHAJ(6E12.4) . 
F0RMAT(2El2,4) 
FORMAT (14)(, lOHH 12 MATRIX//) 
FORMAT (/4X, 10HH2 I MATRIX//) 
.FORMAT (I 4X , 9HRM MA TR I XI/) 
FORHAT(6E!2,4) . 
REWIND4 
REWINDS 
REWIND6 
READ(6)KO,MTRf'.,NT,NE,NC,Nl,NIE,MOD,NCH,NCM,NTH,NTM· 
WRITE(S}KO,MTRE,NT,NE,NC,Nl,NIE,MOO,NCH,NCM,NTH,NTM 
K2•NT!i+NT 
K4 .. NTH+NT +NTH 
K6=NT+NTM 
K19 .. tH+NC . 
REA0(6)((LOOP(I J) J•l.,MTRE) 1•1,KO) 
WRITE(5)( (LOOPcl ,Ji,J•l.MTRd, 1•1 ,KO) 
IF(NT+NC,EQ,O)GOT0201 
WIUTEC3,U) 
002001•1 K19 · · 
READ( 1.7) (R( I ,J).J .. 1,K19) 
WRATE(3 130)(Rll,J),J•1.,K19) 
WRITE(51(R(l ,J) ,J•1,K19) 
IF(NCH.EQ.O)GOT0204. . 
WRITE(3,24) . 
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202 
203 
204 
205 
206 
207 
210 
215 
uo 
2.30 
235 
240 
243 
244 
250 
251 
~52. 
TABLE c~3 (Continued) 
D02021•i NTH 
REAO(t,8)(H12(1,J),J•t,NCH) 
WRITEC3,31)(H12(1,J),J•1,NCH) 
WRITE(5J(H12(1,J),J•t,NCH) 
WR I TE(3, 25) 
002031•1 NCH 
REA~(1,9j(H21(1 J),J•l,NTH) 
WR I TEO ,32 )(H21 t I, J) '. J•I, NTH) 
WRITEC5,(H21(1,J),J•l,NTH) 
IF(NCH+NTH.EQ.O)GOT0206 
WRITE(3,26) 
NH•NCH+NTM 
00205 la 1, NH 
REAO(t,tO)(RH(I ,J) 1J•1,NH) 
WRITE.(3;J3)(RH(I .• JJ,J•1 1NM) WRITEC51(RH(l ,J).J•l,NH1 
1F(NCH.EQ,O)GOT0252 
00210!~1,NCH 
00210Ja1,NTH 
A(l ,J) .. o.o 
X .. LOOP(l ,J) 
A.(l ,J);,.A(J ,J)+(H12(1,J)*X) 
IF(I.EO,J)GOT0207 · 
A(i ,J)=(-1.)*A(l ,J) 
GOT0210 . 
A ( I , J ) ,,;) . 0-A (1 , J ) 
CONTINUE 
00220! .. LNCH 
D0220J•l ,NCH 
IF(I.EQ.J)GOT0215 
AH 1,J) .. 0.0 
GOT0220 
Al(l ,J) .. 1.0 
CONT INIJE . 
H-.! 00250L., 1 , NCH 
H=M+l 
IF(M.GT.NCH)GOT0235 
002301 .. M,NCH 
A(L41 ) .. A(~, I )/A(L,L) 002 OJal ,NCH 
Al(L,J)aA1CL,J)/A(L,L) 
D0250Ja1,NCH . 
IF(L;EQ.J)GOT0250 
IF(M.GT.NCH)GOT0244 
D02431•M NCH 
A(J, I )•AtJ, I )-(A(L, l )*A(J,L)) 
0025010•1,NCH 
AICI, IQ)•AICl, IQ)-CAl(L, IQ)*A(J,L)) 
CONT I NUE 
002511 .. 1,NcH 
WRIH(4)(A1 ( l,J) ,J=l ,NCH) 
CALLEXIT . 
END . 
MON~~ EXEO FORTRAN,SOF,SIU,08,Q4,,,MAINPGM3 
O IHENS ION LOOP ( 10, 10) ,R ( 12, 12), H12(2 ,2). ti21(2 ,2),RH(6, 6).A 1(2, 2) 
P!MENSION A2(2,2),A4(6,2),R1(9, 11),A3(6,3) 
~~:~g: . 
REWI N06 
REA0(5)KO,MTRE,NT 1NE,NC,NI ,NI E,HOO,NCH,NCH,NTH,NTH REA0(5)((LOOP(I ,JJ,J=l,MTRE), 1=1,KO) 
Kl=NTH+l · 
KJ•NT+I. . 
K2aNTH+NT 
K3=K2+1 
K4,.NTH+NT+NTM 
K6..NT+NTH . 
K 19=NT+NC 
IF(NT+NC.EO.O)GOT0255 
REA0(5)((R(l ,J).J .. t,K19).1•1.K19) 
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255, 
· .. 256 
257 
258 
259 
260 
261 
262 
270 
271 
275 
276 
280 
281 
285 
286 
287 
,294 
296 
TABLE C-3 (Continued) 
IF(NCH.EQ.O)GOT0256 · . · 
READ(5)((H12(1,J),J•1,NCH),1•1,NTH) 
READ(5) ((H21( I ,J), J•1,NTH), I •I ,NCH) 
I F(NCM+NTM. EQ.,O)GOT0257 . ·· . · 
NMaNCM+NTM 
READ (5 )( (RM( I , J), J•1, NM), I •l, NM) 
IF(NCH.EQ.O)GOT0296 . 
. READ(4) ( (A 1 (I, J), J•l ,NCH), I •I ,NCH) 
002581•1,NCH . ·· . . 
D0258J• 1, NCH . 
A2( I J)•O,O. 
D025hK•1,NCH 
A2 (I, J)aA2( I , J )+(A 1 ( I , J)*H21 ( I , J)) 
WRITE(6)((A2(1,J),J•l,NCH);l•l,NCH) 
IF(NT.EQ.O)GOT0260 . 
002591•1,NT 
D0259J•l,NCH 
A3CI ,J) .. o.o 
D0259K•l,NCH 
MaO 
D0259LaK 1 ,K2 
MaM+l , 
X•LOOP(K,L) 
A3(1,J)aA3(1,J)+(R(l ,M)*X*A2(K,J)) 
IF(NTM.EQ.O)GOT0262 . · 
D02611al,NTM . 
00261J•1,NCH 
A4(1 ;J)aO.O 
D0261K•1 ,NCH 
M=-0 . 
D0261LaK3,K4 
M .. M+l 
XaLOOP(K,L) . . · 
A4( I , J)=A4( I , J )+(RM( I ,M)*X*A2 (K, J)) 
IF(K6.EQ.O)GOT0299 
D026Sl•l,K6 
00265J• I , K4 
RICl,J) .. o.o 
IF(NT.EQ,O)GOT0271 
002701a1 ,NT 
D0270J•l ,NCH . 
RI( I ,J) .. A.3(1,J) 
IF(NTM.EQ,O)GOT0281 
M'"O , . 
002751 .. K7,K6· 
MaM+t . . . 
D0275J,.1 NCH 
RHl ,J) .. i\l+(M,J) 
IF(NTM,EQ,O)GOT0281 Mli,,Q. . . 
D0280laKJ,K6 
M1aM1+1 
112 .. 0. 
DOl80J•K3,K4 
M2 .. M2+1 · Rt ( I ,J).iRM(Ml ,M2) 
IF(NT.EQ.O)GOT0294 
002851•1,NT 
M=O 
P0285J•K 1, K2 .. 
M=M+l 
Rl(l,J)=R(l,M) 
002871 .. 1, K6 . 
WRITE( 6)(R I( I , J); Jal, K4) 
GOT0299 . 
lf(NTli+NTM.NE.O)GOT0286 
GQT0299 
IF(NT+NTM.EQ.O)GOT0299 
D02981a1,K6 
00298Ja l , K4 
RH I ,J),;ai),Q 
GOT0276 
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TABLE C=3 (Continu~d) 
299 CALL EXIT 
END 
300 
301 
302 
303 
304 
305 
310. 
315 
320 
322 
325 
MON';': EXEQ FORTRAN,SOF,SIU;08,04,,,MAINPGM4 · 
DIMENSION. R1(9, 11),A5(6,2),R2(3, 11),R3(1f,9),R5(11,2),R6(11,3) 
DIMENSION LOOP(10,10};R(12,12),H12(2,2),H21(2,2),RM(6,6),A2(2,2) 
REWIND4 · · · · . · . 
REWINDS , 
REW I ND6 
READ (5 )KO ,MTRE, NT t NE, NC, NI, NIE ,MOD, NCH, NCM, NTH, NTM 
READ(S)((LOOP(l ,JJ,J=l,MTRE), 1 .. 1,KO) 
K4=NTH+NT+NTM . 
K2=NTH+NT 
K3aK2+1 
k14aNCH+NC+NCM 
K15aNC+NCM 
K6=Nl+NTM 
K 18aNCH+NC 
Kl9aNT+NC 
K28=NTH+l 
IF(NT+NC.EQ.O)GOT0300 
READ ( 5} (( R ( I , J) , J= 1 , K 19). I = 1 , K 19) 
IF(NCH.EQ.O}GOT0301 
READ(S) ((H12( I ,J) ,J .. 1,NCH), 1 .. 1,NTH) 
READ ( 5) ( ( H2 1 ( I , J} , Ja 1 , NTH} , I .. 1 , NCH) 
IF(NCM+NTM.EQ.O)GOT0302 
NM,,,NCM+NTM 
READ(S}((RM(l ,J),J•l,NM).1=1,NM) 
IF(NCH.EQ.O}GOT0303 
READ(6) ((A2(1,J),J=l ,NCH), 1=1,NCH) 
IF(NT+NTM.EQ,O)GOTD304 
REA0(6)((R1(1,J) J .. 1,K4) l .. 1,K6) 
WRITE(4)( (R 1 (I ,J}, J ... 1,K4j, I =1,K6) . 
IF(NCH.EQ.O)GOT0322 
003051=1,1<14 
OOJOSJ., 1, NCH 
R 5 ( I , J} aaO. 0 
00305K=1,NTH 
X=LOOP( I ,K) 
RS( I ,J).,RS( I J)+(X*H12(J,K}) 
WRIH(4) ( (RS1 I ,J).J=l,NCH), I '"1,K14) 
IF(NCM.EQ,O)GOT0337 
00310 l=l, NCM 
D0310J=1,K4 
R?,( I ,J)oiO;Q 
IF(NTM,EQ,O)GOT0337 
Mi=NlM . 
003 1 5 1 ... 1 , NCM 
M1'=M l+I 
D03 I 5J"' l. NlH 
AS ( I , J ) =0. 0 
00315K=l ,NCH 
M=O 
00315L=K3,K4 
M=M+I . 
X=L.OOP(K,l) 
AS(l,J) .. AS( I ,J}+(RM(Ml ,M)*X*A2(K, J}} 
OQ)ZOl=l ,NCM 
D0320J .. l, NTH 
R2(1,J)=A5(1,J) 
IF(NCM.EQ.O)GOT0337 
IF(NTM.EQ.O)GOT0337 
003251-=1,NCM 
00325J=K28,K4 
R2(1,J) .. o,o 
Ml=NTM 
003301=1,NCM 
Ml=Ml+l 
M2=0 . 
00330J .. K3, K4 
M2=M2+1 
106 
330 
335 
337 
340 
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346 
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TABLE C-3 (Continued) 
R2(1,J) .. RM(Hl,M2) . . . 
WR ITE(4) ((R2 (I, J), J•1,K4), l•I, NCH) 
D03351 .. 1,K14 
M•NTM 
D0335J,.1,NCM 
M .. M+l 
R6C 1 ;J) .. o.o 
Ml•NTH+NT 
D0335K-I ,NTH 
.· M1 .. M1+1 
X•LOOP(l,M!) . 
R6(1,J) .. R6(1,J)+(X*RM(K,M)) 
WR!T.E(4.)((R6(1 iJ).,J· '"1 jNCM), 1•1 ,K14) 
~F(NT+NTM.EQ.O GOT034 
IF(NC+NCM.EQ.O GOT0341 
D0340!a1,K14 
M2,.NCH . 
. D0340J .. 1,Ki5 
M2 .. M2+1 . 
R3(1,J) .. o.o 
D034QK .. 1,K4 
Ml•NTH 
003l+OL•1,K6 
M1 .. MH1 
hLOOP(l ,M1) 
v .. LQOP(M2,K) 
R3( I ,J) .. R3(1,J)+(X*R1(L,K)*Y) 
WRltE(4)((R3(1,J),Jaa1,K15),1•1,K14) 
CALLEXIJ . 
END .· 
MON~': EXEQ FORTRAN, SOF, SI U,08,04,, ,MAI NPGM5 
. DIMENSION l-OOP(10l lO),R(12, 12),Hi2(2,2),H2.1(2,2).R.H(6,6),R1(9, it) 
Ol~ENSION R2(3,111,R3(11,9),R4(3,9),R5(11,2),R6(11,3),R7(11,11). REWIND4 ·. .·.· . . 
REWl~S . . . 
REWIN06 
READ(5 )KO ;MTRE, NT t NE, NC,N I, NIE ,MOD, NCH, NCM,NTH, NTH 
READ(S)((LOOP(l,J1,J•1,MTRE),1•1,KO) 
K4 .. NTH+NT+NTM · · 
K6aNT+NTM 
K 14 .. NCH+NC+NCM 
K 15 .. NC+NCM · 
K 1 S""NCH+NC 
1<21,.Nl+NIE 
. !< t 9•NT +NC 
KS.NCH+! 
K1~K18+1 . 
IF(NT~NC,EQ.O)GOT0345 . ' 
READ(5 )( (R [I, J), J•l ,Kl9), 1 .. 1,K 19) 
IF(NCH.EQ.O)GOT0346 
READ(51((H12(1,J),J•1,NCH),! .. i,NTH) 
READ(5.) ((.H21 .. ( I , J), J• 14NTH). I• 1, NCH) IF(NCM+NTM,EQ.O)GOT03 7 . 
NM,.NCM+NTM . 
RE. Ai>(5H(RM(l ,.J),J=1 4NM).l•l,NM) !F(NT+NTM.EQ,O)GOT03 8 
REA0(4)((Rt(l,J) J•1,K4);1•1,K6) 
· WR I TE ( 6) ( ( R 1( I , J j 4J ... 1 , K4) , I ... 1 ., K6) IF(NCH.EQ,Q)GOT03,9 . · 
READ(4)((RS(l ,J),J .. 1,NCH),1,.l,Kt4) 
IF(NCM. EQ.O )GOT0350 
lf(NTH+NTM; EQ. O)GOT0350 
READ(4) ( (R.2 ( I, J) l J•l, K4) t I •I ;NCM,) 
WR I TE ( 6 )'( (R2 ( I , JI, Jal, K4 J, I •I I NCH) 
IF(.NCM.E.Q,O)GOT0351 . 
IFCIHM.EQ;O)GOT0351 · 
READ(4) ((R6( I, J). J .. 1, N.CM), 1 .. 1 ,K tL1) 
I F(NT+NTM.EQ,O. )G. OT0:3.52.· . ·. 
IF (N.C+NCM. EQ. O)GOT0352 
READ ( 4) ( ( R~ ( I , J) , J;;, 1 , K 15) , I• 1 , K 1 ,, ) 
I F(t.JC.M. EQ. 0 )GOT0356 
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TABLE C-3 (Continued) 
IF(K4.EQ,O)GOT0356 
D0355lal,NCM 
Mm NCH 
D0355Jal ,K15 
M=M+I 
R4(1,J) .. o.o 
D0355Kcl ,K4 
X=LOOP(M,K) 
R4(1,J) .. R4(1,J)+(R2(1,K)*X) 
IF(K14.EQ.O)GOT0397 
D03601al ,K14 
D0360Jcl ,K14 
R7( I ,J)=O.O 
IF(NCH.EQ.O)GOT0376 
D03651c1,NCH 
D0365J= 1, NCH 
IF(I ,EQ.J)GOT0363 
R7(1 ,J):aRS(l ,J) 
GOT0365 
R 7 ( I , J) = 1 . +RS (I , J) 
CONT I NUE 
JF(Kt5.tQ.O)GOT0396 
D0370JaK8,K14 
D0370J=1,NCH 
R7(1,J) .. R5( I ,J) 
IF(NC.EQ.O)GOT0381 
D0375 J .. l ,NCH 
M=O 
D0375J=k8,K18 
M=M+t 
R7(1,J)=R3(1,M) 
M=NT 
OOJ80!=K8,Kt8 
MaM+I 
Mt .. o 
M2,,.NT 
D0380J=K8,K18 
Ml=Ml+I 
M2=M2+1 
R7(1. ,J)=R(MtM2)+R.3{ I ,Ml) 
IF(NCM.EQ,01GOT0396 
P03851•'1,Kl8 
M.,Q 
Ml=NC 
pOJ8SJ .. K 16, K 14 
M ..M+l 
M1 .. Ml+1 
R7(1, J ).iR6(1 ,Ml+R3 ( I ,Ml) 
M"'O . . . . 
DOJ901 .. K16,K14 
M=M+l 
M 1:oO 
D0390J=K8,K14 
Ml,.Mltl 
R7(1,J)=R3(1,Ml)+R4(M,MI) 
M=NHI . 
D03951,.Ki6,Kl4 
M=M+t 
M 1 .. .NTM 
M2=0 
D0395J=K16,K14 
Ml=Ml+l 
M2=M2+1 
R7( I ,J)=R7(1,J)+RM(M,MI )+R6( I ,MZ) 
WR I TE ( 6) ( (R 7 ( I , J) , J= 1 , K 14) , I= 1 , K 14) 
CALL EXIT 
END 
MON~~ EXEQ FORTRAN,SOF SIUt08,04,,,MAINPGM6 
DIMENSION LOOP(lOtlO). ,R(I 121,H12(2 2),H21(2,2),RM(6,6) · 
DIMENSION R1(9,111,R2(3,1 ),R7(11,11),R8(11,ll),R9(9,9),R10(9,7) 
DIMENSION Rll(l1,11).R13( 1.11) 
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TABLE C-3 (Continued) 
REWI ND4 
REWI NOS 
REWI ND6 
READ(S)KO,MTRE,NT,NE,NC,Nl,NIE,MOD,NCH,NCM,NTH,NTH 
WRITE(4)KO,MTRE,NT,NE,NC,Nl 1NIE,MOD 1NCH,NCM,NTH,NTH READ ( 5) ( ( LOOP ( I , J) J .. J , MTR E J J .. 1 , KO J 
WR I TE ( 4) ( (LOOP ( I , J L J•l ,HTRE L 1 .. 1, KO) 
K4 .. NTH+NT+NTM 
K6 .. NT+NTM 
K14=NCH+NC+NCM 
Kl5caNC+NCM 
K18=NC+NCH 
K19=NT+NC 
. K2 1 =N I +N I E 
K16=K18+1 
IF(NT+NC.EQ.O)GOT0400 
READ ( 5) ( (R ( I , J) , J= 1. K 19). 1 .. 1 , K 19) 
IF(NCH.EQ.O)GOT0401 
READ ( 5) ( (H 12 ( I , J) , J= 1 , NCH) , I= 1 , NTH) 
WR I TE ( 4 )( ( H 12 ( I , J) , J= I , NCH) , I= 1 , NTH) 
READ ( 5) ((H21( I , J) , J= 1 , NTH) t I a 1 , NCH) 
WR I TE ( 4 ) ( ( H2 1 ( I I J ) , J = 1 , NTH J , I = 1 , NCH) IF(NCM+NTM.EQ.0JGOT0402 
NM=NCM+NTM · 
READ (5) ((RM ( I , J) 1 J .. 1 , NM) 1 I= 1 , NM) WRITE(4)((RM{l 1JJ,J=.l,NMJ,1=1,NM) 
IF(NT+NTM.EQ.01GOT0403 
READ ( 6) ((R 1 ( I , J) , J= 1 , K4) , I= 1 , K6) 
IF(NCM.EQ.O)GOT0404 
IF(NTH+NTM.EQ.O)GOT0404 
READ(6)((R2(1,J),J=1,K4),l=l,NCM) 
IF(Kt4.EQ.O)GOT0432 
READ ( 6) ( (R 7 ( I , J) , J= 1 , K 14) , I= 1 ,K 14) 
004061 = l ,K 14 
D0406J=l ,Kt4 
lf(I.EQ.J)GOT0405 
R 8 ( I , J ) =0. 0 
GOT0406 
R8(1,J)=I.O 
CONTINUE 
M== I 
D0430L=l,Kl4 
M=M+I . 
IF(M.Gl.Kl4)GOT0416 
D04151=M,K14 
R7(L,I )=R7(L,1)/R7(L,L) 
D0420J=1,K14 . 
R8(L,J)aR8(L,J)/R7(L,L) 
D0430J=I ,K14 
I F(L. EQ. J )GOT0430 
IF{M.GT.K14)GOT0424 
D04231=-M,K14 
R7(J,l)=R7(J41)-(R7(L,l)*R7(J,L)) D04301Q=l,KI · · 
R8(J,IQ)=R8(J,IQ)-(R8(L,IQ)*R7(J,L)) 
CONTINUE 
WRITE(4.).((R8( I 1J) ,J=l ,Kl4), 1=1,Kt4) IF{NT+NTM.EQ.0JGOT0448 
D04351=1,K6 
M=K14 
D04J5J-=1,K2 I 
M-=M+I 
RJO(l ,J)=O.O 
00435K•.J , K4 
X=LOOP(M,K) 
R IO ( I ,· J) =RJ O ( I , J) + ( R 1( I , K) * X) 
WR ITE(4)( (RIO( I ,J) ,J=l ,K21), 1 "I ,K6) 
IF(NC+NCM.EQ.O)GOT0442 
D04401=1,K6 
M=,NCH 
D0440Jca I, Kl 5 
M=M+I 
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TABLE C-3 (Continued) 
R9(1,J)•O.O 
D0440K•l,K4 
X•LOOP(H,K) . 
R9(1,J)•R9(1,J)+(R1(1,K)*X) 
WRITE(4)((R9( I ,J) ,J•1,K15), 1•1,K6) 
IF(K14.EQ.O)GOT0486 
004451•1, K 14 
D0445J•1,K4 
M•NTH 
Rtt(l,J) .. o.o 
D0445K•1,K6 
H•H+1 
X•LOOP ( I ,M) 
. Rl1(1,~)~R_IJ(J_,_J)+(X*Rl(K,J)) 
IF(K4.EQ.O)GOT0486 
IF(K18.EQ.O)GOT0457 
004551•1 ,K18 · 
D0455J•l ,Kit 
. R13(1,J)=R11(1,J) 
IF(NCM.EQ.O)GOT0458 
H-0 
D04851•K16,K14 
H•M+1 
00485J•l ,K4 
R13( 1,.J)aR 11 (I ,J)+R2(H,J) 
IF(K 1 D. EQ.O)GOT0486 
WRITE(4)((R13(1 ,J) ,J•l ,K4), 1•1,K14) 
CALLEXIT 
END 
MON~': EXEQ FORTRAN,SOF,SIU 08,04,,.HAINPGM7 
DIMENSION LOOP(10,10),H12(2 2~,H21(2 2),RM(6,6) R8(11,11) 
DIMENSION R9(9,9),R12(11,lt),R10(9,7),R13(11,11),R14(11,7) 
DIMENSION R15(11,7) 
REWI ND4 
REWINDS 
· REWIND6 
READ(4)KO,MTRE,NT,NE,NC,Nl,NIE,MOD.,NCH,NCM,NTH,NTH 
READ(4)((LOOP(l,J1,J•l,MTRE),l•l,KO) . 
K4;.NTH+NT+NTH 
K9aNTH+NT 
K18•NCH+NC 
K21•Nl+NIE 
K 14•NCH+NC+NCM 
K6-NT+NTH 
K15•NC+NCM 
K1•NTH+1 · 
K8=NCH+1 
Kt6 .. K18+1 
Kt l•K9+1 
IF(NCH.EQ.O)GOT0500 
READ ( 4) ( ( H 12 ( I , J) , J• 1 , NCH) , I• 1 , NTH) 
READ( 4) ((H21( I ,J), Jal, NTH), I •1, NCH) 
iF(NCM+NTM.EQ.O)GOT0501 
NM•NCM+NTH 
READ(4) ((RM( I ,J), J•t ,NM), 1 .. 1 ,NM) 
IF(K14.EQ.O)GOT0502 
READ(4)((R8(1,J) J•1,K14) 1•1,K14) 
WRITE(6)((R8( I ,JLJ•1,Kt4L l•1,K14) 
IF(K6.EQ.O)GOT0503 
READ ( 4 ) (( R 1 0 ( I , J) 1 J .. 1 , K21) t I • 1 , K6) 
WRI. T.E( 6)( (R 10( I ,JJ 1. J•l ,K. 211, I. •1,K6) 
IF(K15.EQ.O)GOT050~ . . 
READ (4)( (R9( I , J). Jal, K15). I •1 ,K6) 
. IF(K14.EQ.O)GOT0541 
IF(K4.EQ.O)GOT0541 . 
READ ( 4 ){ (R 13 ( I , J), Jal, K4), I al , K 14) 
· D05041al,K4 
D0504J•1,Kl4 
R12(1,J)=O.O 
IF(NTH.EQ.O)GOT0506 
D05051a1,NTH 
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TABLE C-3 (Continued) 
D0505Ju l, NCli 
R 12 ( I , J) mli i 2 ( I , J) 
IF(NT.EQ.O)GOT0511 
IF(Kl5.EQ.O)GOT0521 
M=O . 
D05101aKl,K9 
M=M+l 
Ml=O 
005 lQJaKB, K 14 
Ml=-Ml+l 
R 12 ( I , J) =R9 ( M, MI ) 
lf(NTM.EQ.O)GOT0521 
· lf(NC.EQ.O)GOT0516 
Ma NT 
D05151=Kl1,K4 
M=M+l 
Ml=O 
D0515J=K8,K 18 
MlaMl+l 
R 12 ( I , J) =R9 (M, MI ) 
lf(NCM.EQ.O)GOT0521 
M=O 
M2=-t-H 
D05201=K1l,K4 
M=M+l 
M2=M2+1 
Ml=NTM 
M3=NC 
D0520J=Kl6,Kl4 
M1=M1+1 
M3=M3+1 
R12(1,J)=RM(M,Ml)+R9(M2,M3) 
WR I T E ( 6) (( R 12 ( I , J ) , J = 1 , K 14 ) , I a 1 , K4 ) 
D05301=1,Kl4 
M=K14 
D0530J,.1,K21 
M=M+l 
R14(1,J)=O.O 
D0530K=l ,K4 
X=LOOP(M,K) 
R 14 ( I , J) =R 14 ( I , J) + ( R 13 ( I , K) * X) 
005401 .. 1 , K4 
D0540J=i ,K21 
R15( 1,J)=O.O 
D0540K=l,K.14 
D0540L=1,K14 
Rl5(1,J),,.Rl5. (. I ,J)+(Rl2(1,L)*RB(L,K.)*fU4(K,J)) 
WRITE ( 6) ( ( R 15 ( I , J), J= 1 , K2 I ) , I= 1 , K4) 
CALLEXIT 
END 
MON~~ EXEQ FORTRAN,SOF,SIU,08,04,,,HAINPGMB 
D .. IMENSION LO.OP(10 110)~R8.(l.1 1.11),R10(9 17),R. 15(11,7. ),Rl6(11 17) DIMENSION R17(4,7J,Rlo(4, 11i,R19(11,9i,R20(4,9),R12(11, 11J 
· REWI ND4 . 
REWINDS 
REWIND6 
READ( 4 )KO, MTRE '. NT. (NE, NC, NI, NIE ,MOD, NCH, NCM, NTH, NTM 
READ(4} ( (LOOP( I ,JJ, J=l ,MTRE), 1 .. 1,KO) 
K4=NTH+NT+NTM 
K9=NTH+NT 
KlB=NCH+NC 
K21=Nl+NIE 
K14=NCH+NC+NCH 
k6=NT+NTH 
K15=NC+NCM 
K22=Kl4+NI 
K25-=NTM+NE 
K23=K25+NCM 
Kl=NTH+l 
K16=K18+1 
K26=K25+1 
111 
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TABLE C-3 (Continued) 
IF(K14.EQ-:OJGOT0600 . . . 
600 
REA0(6)((R8( I ,J) ,J~1,K14), 1•1,K14) 
I F(NT+NTM. EQ.O)GOT0601 . . 
601 
REA0(6) ((RIO( I ,J) ,J•l ,K21), lal ,K6) 
1F'fK4.EQ,O)GOT0602 · 
IF K14:E1,0)GOT0602 
REA0(6)( Rl2(1,JJ,J•l,K14J,1•1,K4) 
602 
REA0(6)( R15(1,J,J•1,K21 ,1 .. l,K4) 
" IF(K4.EQ,O)GOT0631 
006051al ,K4. 
605 
00605 Ja I , K21 
Rl6( t ,J) .. o.o 
IF(K6.EQ;O)GQT0611 
M=O 
006101=K1,K4 
M=M+l 
610 
00610J=l ,K21 
R16(1,J)=R15(1,J)-R10(M,J) 
611 IF(NTH,EQ.O)GOT0616 
00615 lal ,NTH 
006 I 5 Ja I , K2 1 
615 Rl6(1 ,J)•Rl5(1,J) 
616 M=K22 
006201•1,NIE 
M=M+I 
oo620J• I • K21 
R17( I ,J)=O.O 
00620K• 1 , K4 
620 
XaLOOP(M,K) 
R17(1,J) .. R17(1,J)+(X*R16(K,J)) 
006211=1,NI E 
00621J=1,K21 
621 R17( I J)=(-1. )*R17(1,J) 
WR I TE( 5) ( (R 17( I , J), J= 1, K21), I al, NIE) 
I FCK14.EQ.O)GOT0656 . 
MaK22 
006301=1,NI E 
M=M+l · 
00·630J .. t , K 14 
RIB(l ,J)=O.O 
D0630K•1;K14 
D0630L= I , K4 
630 
XaLOOP(M,L) . 
R 18( I., J ),.R 18( I , J)+( X*R 12 (L, K)*R8(K, J)) 
631 . lF(K23,EQ.O)GOT0656 
006351'"1 ,Kl4 _·. 
635 
00635J=1,K23. 
R19(1,J)=O.O · 
IF(K25.EQ.O)GOT0641 
006401=1,Ki4 
M=K9 
00640Jai ,K25 
M=M+t 
640 . R19(1,J).,;LOOP(l ,M) 
641 IF(NCM.EQ,Q)GOT0651 
M=O 
006501 .. K16,K14 
M=M+I 
Ml=O 
00650J":'K26,K23 
Ml .. Ml+I 
I F(M; EQ. Ml )R 19( l.,.J)•I. 0 
650 CONTINUE 
651 006551=1,NiE 
00655J=l ,K23. 
R21)( I ,J)=O,O 
D0655K=l ,K14 
655 R20(1,J)=R20(1,J)+(R18(1,K)*Rl9(K,J)) 
WRITE(S)((R20( I ,J) ,Jal ,K23·), I .. ! ,NIE) 
656 CALLEXJT 
END 
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TABLE C=3 (Continued) 
MON":': EXEQ FORTRAN,SOF,SIU 08,04,, ,MAINPGH9 
DIMENSION LOOP(10,10),R17(4,7i,R20(4,9),R21(4,9) 
FORMAT(4X,6E12.5) 
FORMAT(4X,3E12.5) 
FORMAT(4X,4E12.5) 
FORMAT(/10X,28HCOEF MATRIX OF PORT CURRENTS}/) . 
FORMAT(/10X,30HCOEF MATRIX OF CURRENT DRIVERS//) 
FORMAT(/10X,30HCOEF MATRIX OF VOLTAGE DRIVERS//) 
R~l~4 · 
REWINDS 
READ(4)KO ,MTRE, NT I NE, NC, NI, NIE. ,MOD, NCH, NCH, NTH, NTM READ(4)((LOOP(I ,J,,J•l,MTRE),1•1,KO) 
K21•Nl+NIE 
K 14 .. NCH+N C+N CM 
K22•NCH+NC+NCM+NI 
K23=NTM+NE+NCM 
K9=NTH+NT 
K25aNTM+NE 
K4 .. NTH+NT+NTM 
K26aK25+1 
K27aNl+I 
1F(K4.EQ.O)GOT0702 . 
READ ( 5 ) (( R 17 ( I , J) , J .. 1 , K2 1 ) , I ..; 1 , NI E) 
WRITE(3,21) 
D07001a1,NIE 
WRIT·E· (3, 18)(R17(1,J),J .. K27,NIE) 
IF(NI.EQ.O)GOT0702 
WRHE(3,22) 
D07011.,1,NIE 
WR ITEC3, 19)(R17( I ,J) ,J=l ,NI) 
IF(K23.EQ.O)GOT0736 
IF(K14.EQ.O)GOT0716 
READ(5) ((R20( I, J), J=l, K23). I =1,NI E) 
D0705 l,..1,NI.E 
D.0705J= 1 , K23 
R21(1,J)=O.O 
l((K25,EQ.b)GOT0711 
M=K22 . 
007101=1,NIE 
M=M+1 
M1,.K9 
D0710J=1,K25 
Ml=Ml+I 
X,.LOOP(M,Ml) 
R21(1 ,J)=R20(1,J)-X 
fF(NCM .. EQ.0)GOT0721 
DO 715 1 .. 1, NI E 
D0715J .. K21L K23 
R2l(l ,J)=R20(1,J) 
GOT072 I·.· 
M ..K22 
007201=1,NIE 
M=M+l . 
M1 .. K9 
D0720J•l ,K25 
Ml=M1+1 
X=LOOP(M,Ml) 
R21( I ,J)=(-1. )*X 
D073Ql .. l,NIE 
P0730J=l ,K23 
R 2 1( I , J ) = ( -,1 . ) *R 2 1 ( I , J) 
WRJTE(3,23) 
007351=1,NIE 
WR I TE(3, 20)(R21(1, J), J•l, K23) 
CALLEXIT . 
END 
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